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r-----��-� ABSTRACT,�. --------� 
A task force composed of representatives of Federal, 
State, interstate, and local agencies and several private 
groups recently completed work on a new national non­
point source policy: This policy will provide a framework 
·for all nonpoint source programs. It sets out what activl· 
ties are to be undertaken by each' group.·AmOng•Other 
things, .the policy speaks to developmtmt"of implementa­
tlon.strategies by the many agencies involved in nonpOint 
sq_urce management. In fact; Jhe U.S. Environmental Pro­
tection Agency (EPA), the other F,ederal. �gencies (n­vo�� II) the _task force, and several Sta,es have already developed Implementation strategies, This �aper 
p�nts key P,Oints from the policY and highlights of the 
various strategies, and it focuses on the most critical sa. 
pects for succeSs. It also describ&S the evaluation frame­
work EPA planS to use in assessing Stat9,Progr'am Imple-­
mentation strategies. 
.RESEARCH POINTED TO THE NEED FOR 
A NATIONAL NONPOINT SOURCE 
�ANAGEMENT APPROACH 
The impetus to embark on the process of developing a 
Federal, State, and local nonpoint source pollution policy 
began several years ago. In response to a Congressional 
mandate, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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(EPA) cqndu9ted research to identify the magnitude and 
scope of this .pollutipn problem. The research effort re­
.sulted in a R�pqrt 'to Congress, cqmpleted in thl' 'fall of 
1983, which concludes that the pollutant load� from'non­
point sources present continuing problems Iii ou( ef.iorts to 
achievl' water quality goals ahd maintain designated uses 
In many, parts of the Nation. ' 
Oilier .research efforts indlcateq similar findings: 
• "The 'f982 State Section 305(b) reports indicated that 
virtually ail ;;t'liie. States experienced 'water quality prot>­
lems c�sed llY' nonpoint.sources. One-hall of the' States 
ide'ltiii9d this a8 a rfl.aior bfirrier to achievin� in,ilividual 
State water guality g0a(s. 
• The AsSociation of State and lnterl!tate Water P,ollu­
tion COntrol Administrll-tors (ASIWP�) conduyted 'its 
Nonpbint Source Pollution Survey in February 1984. Sur­
vey results showed that.78'percent of the States saw their 
nonpoirit source problems as greater than or equal· to 
those caused by point sources. 
• ��e . 1983 Environmental Management Repqrts. re­
vealed that 6 out of the 10 EPA Regions considered non­
point source pollution to be the principal remaining cause 
of water quality problems for their geographic regions . •  
In addition to the techniCal findings about the severity'of 
the nonpoint source pollution problem, the Report to Con­
gress discussed the institutional and management difficul­
ties associated wtth addressi'IQ the problem. li{particular, 
program coordination was identified as a problem area. 
Because of the number of Federal, State, and local agen-
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
cies involved-often with overlapping roles, responsibili­
ties, and jurisdictions-the Report called for a coordinated 
management strategy. 
A TASK FORCE IS ORGANIZED 
Because one of its most direct agency missions is related 
to water qualit}l EPA assumed the leadership role and 
organized a task force. A group of 50 individuals repre­
senting Federal, State, and local agencies, as well as the 
private sector, worked for about t 0 months to design a 
policy. The task force was successful in developing a pol­
icy that each agency endorsed. 
The final policy establishes the framework and direction 
used by each participating agency to design its own indi­
vidual strategy. The individual strategies specifically iden­
tify how-given each agency's perspective, mission, and 
capabilities-each agency can follow the policy and ad­
dress the nonpoint source pollution problem. Supported 
by these strategies, the policy itself becomes a more pro­
found statement. 
THE NONPOINT SOURCE POLICY SETS 
A DIRECTION 
The objective of the policy is "to support and accelerate 
the development and implementation of nonpoint source 
management programs that ensure water quality'protec­
tion while recognizing the competing uses of resources." 
Eight actions are listed as fundamental elements for the 
overall policy to succeed. 
1 .  To build upon the current compendium of knowledge 
and to promote further research efforts. The group recog­
nized that much has been done in this area, and that 
existing work should be enhanced, not recreated. 
2. To identify the appropriate roles of each agency, un­
derstanding that both the public and the private sector 
must be involved. 
3, 4. The third and fourth actions go hand in hand. The 
policy calls for a coordinated effort, an increased level of 
resources, and a commitment to the problem from each 
agency. 
5. To prepare specific agency strategies with the under­
standing that different geographical regions have different 
priority nonpoint source problems and are at different 
stages in developing programs. 
6. To develop and assess Best Management Practices 
· (BMP's) based upon site-specific factors. The group noted 
that natural background levels of pollution and the techni­
cal feasibility of the approach must be considered along 
with the social, political, and economic climate of the area. 
7. To ensure the recognitiop ,thaf nonpoint sources are 
fundamentally different from point sources and should 
therefore be approached differently, and that nonpoint 
source programs ll)USt be based on site-specific actions 
and application of preventive practices. 
8. To establish a working partnership among all partici­
pants: Federal, State, local, areawide, and interstate 
agencies, as well as the private sector, including nongov­
ernmental agencies. 
THE POLICY OUTLINES ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The policy asks for coordination and cooperation from all 
levels of government and outlines the major responsibili­
ties for each level. 
Federal age!lcles are asked to develop and implement 
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their nonpoint source strategies. They are asked to inte­
grate the provisions of the policy into their agency deci­
sionmaking process and into their delivery systems for 
funding and technical assistance. EPA is asked to serve 
as the lead agency in coordinating interagency and State 
actions to manage nonpoint source programs. 
States are assigned the lead in developing and imple­
menting nonpoint source management strategies on State 
and private lands. Though several different State agen­
cies may be needed to address nonpoint source prob­
lems, the policy asks that a lead State agency be desig­
nated to develop and implement State programs. The lead 
agency should have water quality as its primary concern. 
Local, areawide, and interstate agencies are directed 
to use the mechanisms provided in the continuing water 
quality management planning process to develop their 
nonpoint source strategies. The policy recognizes that lo­
cal agencies are often a first point of contact for the private 
sector. This position allows local agencies-with and 
through their areawide agencies-the opportunity to pro­
vide a vehicle for public participation. 
The private sector is asked for its cooperation and 
effort. Government agencies will assist the landowners 
and help them cqordinate nonpoint source management 
efforts with other components of the private sector. Gov­
ernment agencies will also help the private sector develop 
and apply resources to implement nonpoint source man­
agement practices. 
SUCCESS RELIES HEAVILY ON THE 
INDIVIDUAL AGENCY STRATEGIES 
Implementation 
Skillful development of the specific agency strategies is 
vital to implementation. Each strategy is to include a dis­
cussion on (1) problem assessment, (2) program imple­
mentation, (3) incentives and compliance, (4) coordina­
tion, (5) resources, and (6) program evaluation and 
oversight. 
The policy clearly recognizes that nonpoint source man­
agement actions must be site-specific. However, it does 
request a coordinated and a consistent approach across 
all levels of government. 
Evaluation 
EPA, as part of its responsibilities mandated under the 
Clean Water Act, reports to Congress on the effectiveness 
of water quality programs. Because each agency will peri­
odically review its own program (the framework for over­
sight and evaluation is a part of each individual agency 
strategy), EPA will be able to use these evaluations in its 
overall assessment of whether national water quality goals 
are being adequately addressed. The direction of the na­
tional nonpoint source effort can be controlled and refined 
on the basis of well-planned evaluations. 
In summary, the 'policy, like most policies, is a frame­
work. It was carefully and diligently developed by the task 
force, and sets the direction for the next few years. It 
recQgnizes that much work has been done, but that non­
point source problems require further attention if water 
quality goals are to be achieved. Most importantly, it chal­
lenges each � agency to develop and carry out specific 
strategies to ensure implementation. Collectively, these 
strategies embody the principles of the policy and serve 
as the comprehensive plan to minimize nonpoint source 
pollution problems across the Nation. 
' 
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APPENDIX A 
NATIONAL NONPOINT SOURCE POLICY 
PREAMBLE 
The Clean Water Act establishes goals for the Nation's waters. 
Considerable progress has been made in achieving these goals. 
However, additional progress in restoring an� maintaining the 
Nation's water QJ,Jality and water uses will require greater imple­
mentation of nonpoint source (NPS) management programs in 
addition to orlgoing.po1nt source control efforts. NPS rrianage­
m'ent prOgrams must build upon past planning and management 
efforts and strive for continu·ed progress in achieving water qual­
ity goals and designated beneficial uses. 
The objective of this National Nonpoint Source Policy is to 
support and accelerate the development and implem�ntation of 
NPS'inanaQement programs that ensure water quality protec­
tion' while recognizing the competing uses of resources. The 
success of this policy Is dependent on the willingness and ability 
of both the private and public sectors to manage their activities 
to support water quality goals wherever possible. 
Meeting the objective of the Policy will require the following 
actions: 
1 .  Use of the "llxlsting knowledge and program base and sup­
port of increased research efforts to define and assess NPS 
problems. 
2". " Identification of the appropriate roles of Federal, State, lo­
car,· areawide, and interstate agencies and the private sector in 
developing and implementing NPS'programs. 
3. Provision of the structure, aVailable resources, and com­
mitm&nt by which all levels of government and the private sector 
can coordihate their effOrts to Identify priority needs and develop 
and implement cost-effective NPS management programs. 
. 4., �upport for an tncreased level of effort and emphasis on 
NPS prog111ms by all levels of government and the private sec-
tor, for the purpose of meeting w;a.ter quality goals. 
_ 
5. Preparation by each.agency of a strategy for program de­
velopment and Implementation that incorporates both short- and 
long-term objectives; recognizes that different areas of the coun­
try are at different stages of developing their NPS management 
prograrps; and that� different geographical areas have different 
priqrity NPS pro.l!lems., 
6 . • �elppment and assessment of Best Management Prac­
tices (BMP's) based upon sUe-specific conditions that reflect 
nBtural backgi-ound and natural variability of nonpoin�sources, 
and that Include consideration of political, social, economic, and 
technical feasibllil)< 
7. EnsUring the recognition that non point soutces are· differ­
ent from point'soutces and that NPS programs are based on 
site-specific actions and application of preventive practices. Fur­
ther, tecognnion of the need for flexibility in water quality stand­
ards to aCidress the impacts of time and space t::oinponents of 
NPS as well as naturally occurring events. 
8. Development of working partnerships among all Federal, 
State, local, areawide, and interstate agencies and the private 
sector, inducting nongovernmental organizations, to best ad­
dress NPS problems. These organizations, working in partner­
ship, will be responsible tor identifying needs, developing NPS 
programs, gathering and assessing data, and maximizing avail­
able resources. 
STATEMENT OF POLICY 
Achievement of national clean water goals requires greater im­
plementation of NPS management programs. Emphasis should � placed on implementing NPS programs in watersheds affect· 
ing priority waters. Sources of nonpolnt pollution should be eval­
uated to assess potential water quality impacts and needed pro­
gram actions. NPS management is required to protect high 
quality surface and ground waters, and to restore and/or im­
prove water quality for designated uses. In many instances, pre­
vention of degradation has proven to be far more cost-effective 
than remedial measures. 
NPS management programs must be flexible to allow for site­
specific solutions to problems, to accommodate changes in 
technical knowledge, to respond to changes in uses of land, and 
to optimize net on- and otfsite benefits. A mix of both point and 
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nonpoint source measures should be considerfd in developing 
cost-effectlve strategies to improve and maintain water Quality. 
With Federal leadership and coordination, all levels of govern­
ment and the private sector need to Cooperate to provide contin­
ued progress with available programs and dellvery systems, to 
identify unmet needs, and to develop and implement NPS man-
agement programs Where neede�. ' 
ROLES AND �ESPONSIBILITIES 
Following is a general summary of responsibilities of the differ­
ent levels of government agencies and .the private sector In 
managing NPS programs: 
All agencies. All agencies, where appropriate, will determine� 
what institutional barriers to NPS management and implementa­
tion exist and work to remove them. All agencies will work to 
coordinate their NPS related data collection and research activi­
ties. In addition, inter- and intra-agency mechanisms will be de­
veloped for coordinating NPS management and ·implementa­
tion. 
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Federal agencies. Federal agencies, in preparing their NPS 
strategies, will use available and future programs to provide 
State and local governments with financial an� technical assist­
ance and will conduct research an"'d development. The provi­
sions of this policy will be integrated into the decision processes 
of applicable Federal agencies and into their delivery. systems 
for funding and technical assistance. Where Federal agencies 
have the responsibility for direct planning and management of 
NPS programs on public lands, they must coordinate NPS man­
agement actions with all levels of government. 
As directed by the Clean Water Act, EPA will serve as the lead 
agency ,In coordinating interagency and State actions for man­
aging nonPQ:int source programs. EPA will promote adoption of 
NPS manag8ment programs directed at achiE!Ying water qU'\IitY 
goals; assist with program development; prQmote Provision of 
inc8ntlves where needed; provide oversight Of fis water quality 
proQrams to ensure that they adequately address NPS prob­
lems:' and include other agencies' evaluations of the water qual­
ity components of their programs iri'assessing overall NPS im­
pacts on water quality. EPA will coordinate activities in research, 
education, demonstration projects, tr8ining, information trans­
fer, technical assistance, and data collection and analysis with 
other agencies. 
StateS. States will have the feEid in developing and imple­
menting NPS management strategies on State and private 
lands, in cooperation with appropriate levels of·governltlent and 
the private sector. Each strategy shou!p define the State rqle 
and, in consujtation with areawide and local agencies, the roles 
of areawide and local agencief! in.managing NPS programs, and 
designate a lead agency for managi�g NPS programs-at the, 
State level (several different State agencies may be needed to 
address different types of nonpoint sources). The lead �tate 
agency is re�ponsi�le for dev�loping and implerrienting strate­
gies for managing NPS programs and should hav� water quality 
as its"P.rimarY concern. States with effective NPS management 
programs� should share their experiences' with 'other Sfates. 
Local, ai-'eawlde, and Interstate ag8ncles. Local, fireaWide, 
and interstate agencies, through 1he mechanisms provided in 
continuing WQM planning processes, will develop NPS strate­
gies in coordination with their respective States and will imple­
ment the programs within their jurisdictions using direct or dele­
gated authorities. 
local agencies, often the first point of contact for the private 
sector, are in a unique position to solve NPS problems. The 
active involvement of these local agencies, with and through 
their areawide agencies in the preparation of strategies, will help 
to ensure consistency among strategies and provide a vehicle 
tor public participation. 
Private sector. For activities other than those on Federal and 
State lands, successful implementation of the NPS Policy and 
agencies' strategies is dependent on the cooperatiOn. and effort 
of the private sector. It is the policy of the government agencies 
to assist landowners and coordinate efforts with involved organi­
zations, associations, and industry. It is the further intention of 
these agencies to help develop the potential for application of 
managerial and other private resources In the implementation of 
NPS management practices as part of each agency's strategy. 
Private investment in nonpoint source research and develop­
ment of BMP's is strongly encouraged and will be supported 
with agency resources where feasible and available. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
To Implement this National Polley, Federal, State, local, 
areawide and Interstate agencies will develop and implement 
NPS slralegles. Key strategy acllvilies for policy implementation 
include: problem assessment (e:g., probJem Identification, moni­
toring and data maintenance, research and development); pro­
gram implementation (e.g., program planning, development, 
and Implementation, targeting teehnical assistance and educa· 
tion, BMP emplacement); Incentives and compliance (including 
enforcement); coordination; resources; program evaluation and 
oversight. The strategies will be refined as existing programs 
and authorities are reviewed for consistency with existing and 
future State NPS management objectives and as institutional 
barriers are Identified. 
Responsibility for NPS implementation will depend on the na­
ture of lhe NPS problem, lhe area In quesUon, and the statutory 
framework. Implementation activities will emphasize site-spe­
cific solutions but will maintain a consistent NPS management 
approach across all levels of government and the private sector. 
Where appropriate, all agencies should consider and include as 
part of their strategies minimum eligibility requirements to en· 
hance Implementation of NPS management practices. Coopera­
tive agreements will be developed, as needed, to ensure contin­
ued progress toward meaUng national water quality objectives. 
A schedule for strategy development and Implementation 
should be drafted recognizing the nationwide variability in pro­
gram Implementation. 
EVALUATION 
The Clean' Water Act requires EPA to oversee the implerflenta· 
Uon of water quality prqgr;.rps and to report to Congress on the 
effectiveness of these programs. Glven that all agencies are 
individually responsible for t�e periodic evaiu'atiqn of their pro­
grams, EPA will Include these evaluations in Its assessment of 
NPS management efforts in determining if national water quality 
goa}s are being adequately a�dressed. 
GLOSSARY 
Agencies: All governmental bodies and entitles that-under 
their mandates-have a role in addressing and/or mitigating 
NPS polluUon. Fe!ler'\1, Statp, local, areawide, and _interstate 
agencl� are included. 
Benenta (onilte and offalte): The whole range of direct and 
iridirect bbriefits including: but•not limited to, water quality, soil 
conseNhtion, recreational a'nd other beneficial' uses, habitat and 
wildiHe protection, Increased productivity, flood control, and eco­
nomic benefits to landowners or the public at large. 
B!'•t Management.Pzactlcea (BMP'a): Methods, measures, or 
practices to prevent .or reduce water pollution .. including, but not 
·nmited to, �Cttiral and "nonstryctural controls and op8ratlon 
and mainte,nance procedures. Usually, BMP's are applied ,aS a 
systetp qf.practices r�ther than a single practice. BMP's are 
selected on the basis of site-specific conditions that reflect natu­
ral background conditions and political, social, economic, and 
technical feasibility. 
Net Benefits: Since trade-oils (competitive relationships, In the 
language of economics) may exist between water quality and 
other sociaJ benefits, the social objective must be in terms of 
opUmlzlng net benefits. 
NPS Management Programs: All programs conducted liy the 
public Sfld/or private sector toward the goal of preventing or 
abating nonpolnt source pollution. A wide range ol activities may 
be pursued to this end, including BMP identifiCation, training, 
dissemination of educ8tional materials, technical assistance, 
monitoring, research and development, and oversight/evalua­
tion. Cost-sharing programs and other incentives can also play 
vital roles. Programs may-be regulatory or nonregulatory (volun-­
tary), or."'?mbinations of both. 
Nonpolnt Source (NPS) Pollution: Diffuse sources of water 
pollution that are not regulated as point sources and normally 
include aQricultural and urban run9ff, runoff from construction 
activities, etc. In practical terms, nonpolpt squrCEls do not dis­
charge at a specific, single location (such as a single pipe). 
Nonpoi�t source pollutants are generally carrie!l.ov�r or through 
the soil and ground cover via stormflow processes. Unlike point 
sources of pollution (such as indtJstrial and municipal effluent 
discharge- pipes), nonpoint SOUN(S:S are fiiffuse,,.and can come 
from any land area. It must be kept in mind lhat lhls definition is 
necessarily general; legal and r�gulatory decisions have some­
times resulted in certain sources being.assigned to either the 
point or nonpoint source categories bQcause of considerations 
other than their manner of discharge (for example, irrigation 
return flows are designated as :�npnpoin1 sources" by l,aw,.even 
t�ough the discharge is thrqugh a discrete·conveyanca). 
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Partnership: AS defined in this policy sta'temeht, ''partnership" 
describes the arrangement betweeh interested parties for solv­
Ing the problem of NPS pollution. The key quality of this arrange­
ment is cooperation. The NPS problem Inherently requires that 
the Private SectOr and ali i�· Is of goverhmelit contribUte ·to its 
solution. All entities acfBs eclsionmakerS within their respec­
tive roleS and areas of respO sibilily, hnd the one that cfth most 
appropriately addrass'a pellicular problem' tal<es lhe lead.JThe 
specific arrangements that implement a partnbfshiP·may vary 
from informal public agency/private entity codperatioO in non-­
regulatory pfogrS.f'ns to memoranda of und8fstandlnQ, contrac­
tual ag'reemehts, and cooperative agreements' 'as ·llefined by 
OMB under F.aleral guidanca (Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 61, 
August 18, 1978). "'  
Strategies: WriiJen documents that specificallY outline an Agen· 
cy's plan of action (o1address nonpoint sourCe Problems that fall 
within its jurisdJ�tion or legislfitive .mandate. �t�tegy activities 
should be defined under six broad topics: problem assessment; 
program impl9meritatlon; incentives and compliance; �coordina­
tion; resourCes; proQram evaluation and overSight. A conskier-
atlpn of Umellness should be included. · 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION: FEAST OR FAMINE? 
ROBERT J. MASSARELLI 
Executive Director 
South Brevard Water Authority 
Melbourne, Florida 
...----- ABSTRACT ------. 
Lake Washington, on Florida's east coast, Is the sole wcr 
ter supply for over 100,000 people in south Brevard 
County. This lake is one of a chain of lakes on the St. 
Johns River. Water quality problems in lake Washington, 
as well as the St. Johns River, have been described as 
nafural problems aggravated by man. All of the man-In­
duced water quality problems are the result of nonpoint 
sources. Historically, diking and draining of the St. Johns 
Rlv,er marsh and continued agricultural drainage has 
been the principal nonpoint source of pollution. During 
the last 15 to 20 years, urban drainage has been Intro­
duced into the lake. An interagency task force was 
formed to protect and Improve the water quality of lake 
Washington. This task force Included the major regula· 
tory agencies, water resource managers, and water users 
of Lake Washington. The task force's effectiveness was 
governed by (1) problem definition, (2) agency statutory 
power, (3) agency program priority, and (4) Interaction by 
policy lavel lndlvlduals. 
Intergovernmental coordination has been a popular battle 
cry In recent years. Most public work projects and, in par­
ticular, water resources projects will affect more than one 
unit of government. The hierarchical nature of American 
government with cities, counties or parishes, sub-State, 
State, 'and Federal levels dictates that several levels of 
government will be affected. The division of labor by 
agency responsibility will require that numerous agencies 
become involved. In an attempt to put some order into this 
Medusa, intergovernme')t� coordination is often pre­
sented as a solution. 
Numerous examples exist. The planning advisory com­
mittees required by the 201 and 208 programs are a re­
cent past institutional requirement for coordination. In 
Florida, the Local Government Comprehensive Planning 
Act required an intergovernmental coordination element 
in all local plans. 
This paper discu� the recent experience of intergov­
ernmental coordinatjon in a nonpoint source control pro­
gram In Brev;ud County on Florida's east coast. This pa­
per presents several observations on the efforts of the 
Lake Washington Water Qualtty ImproVement Task Force 
and discusses some reasons for the success or failure of 
that Task Force. 
BACKGROUND 
tn· May and June oH 970, the Brevard County Board of 
County Commissioners constructed a canal approxi­
mately 54Q·m in length, known as the 'Sands Canal, con­
necting upland drainage with Lake Washington. This ca­
nal was constructed without the riecessary State permits. 
N�otiatlons from 1972 to 1975 between the Florida De­
partment of Environmental Regulation and Brevard 
County attempted to resolve this matter. 
In 1976, the Department advised the County of its intent 
to deny the County-an after-the-fact permit application. At 
this point, the Cdunty requested a formal administrative 
t\earing. This hearing resulted in a recommendation of 
denial from the'hearlng officer, and the Department issued 
a final order .on Oct. 15, 1977, denying the after-the-fact 
permtt and directing the County to submit a plan of resto­
ration for the canal. 
Brevard County then appealed the permit denial to the 
governor and cabinet, sitting as the Board of Trustees of 
the Internal Improvement Trust Fund. In May 1978, the 
Trustees entered an order remanding the·case to the re­
spondent, directing the Department to formulate accept­
able modifications. On Feb. 22, 1983, a consent order was 
agreed upon which settled this case. 
The consent order required the following major actions. 
First, the County is to construct a permanent weir struc­
ture at the end of the Sands Canal. The purpose of the 
weir is to ensure the separation of waters between Lake 
Washington and the canal during periods wherr Lake 
Washington is below 405 em msl. To provide navigational 
access across the weir, the weir may contain a movable 
gate. The gate's lowest elevation is 315 em msl. 
The County also is required to maintain a water quality 
monttoring program. Two sampling stations, one within the 
Sands Canal landward of the permanent structure previ­
ously described, and the second waternard of the canal 
entrance to reflect background conditions. Monitoring is 
required not less than once a month. 
The third condition of the consent order concerns the 
operation of the adjustable weir gate. When the water 
quality monitoring of the lake shows no violations of Class 
1 water quality standards in the canal and the lake stage is 
below 405 em msl, the gate may be open. Any lime lake 
stages exceed 405 em msl the gates may be opened 
since the crest elevation of the weir is 405 em msl. 
The final requirement is the establishment of a Lake 
Washington Water Quality Improvement Task Force. This 
paper will discuss, In detail, the Task Force and its effec­
,tiveness. 
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LAKE WASHINGTON 
Lake Washington is located on the St. Johns River in 
south Brevard County on Florida's east coast. The city of 
Melbourne is located just east of the- lake (Fig. 1). The 
headwater of the take begins in a large marsh In Indian 
River and Okeechobee Count}\ 32 km to the south. The 
overall drainage basin Is approximately 275,485 ha. 
The lake Is relatively shallow with a bottom elevation of 
2.3 meters msl. The stage duration curves developed for 
the lake stages are less than 4.1 m msl 50 percent of the 
lime. The bottom is typipally of unconsolidated organic 
matter. At this time, few submergent species of vegetation 
exist in the lake. The shoreline is domlnatad by wetlands 
composed of saw grass (C/adium jamaicense), maiden­
cane (Pan/cum hemitomon), spikerush (Eieocharis sp.), 
nutgrass (Cyperus sp.) and swamp willow (Salix caro/inia). 
The eastern shore has one small area of urban land use, 
Including a public boat ramp, marina, a home, and two 
water treatment plants. 
· 
The water quality of the lake is highly variable, depend­
ing on the time of year, lake' stages, and local climatic 
conditions. In general, water quality and water quantity 
appear to be closely related, as water quality deteriorates 
with a decrease in flow. However, low dissolved oxygen 
and high color are associated with high flow condttions. 
The water quality of Lake Washington Is affected by 
I 1 · , I I I 
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seve
_
ral factors. The drainage basin of· Lake Washington is 
dominated by large wetland systems, including marshes 
and hardwood swamps. These wetlands contribute to the 
color and organic loadings to the lake. In addition, during 
the last 50 to 60 years, much of the basin has been con­
verted to agricuHural lands. This has resulted in the Joss of 
floodplain wetlands, the channelization of the marsh, agri­
cuHural runoff, and finally, significant alteration of the natu­
ral hydrograph. Other factors affecting the water quality of 
the lake, particulariy during periods of low flow are: (1) 
Inflow llf ground water having higher chlorides and total 
dissolved solids concentrations, (2) canals tha� drain the 
uplan"ds east of the lake,'and (3)·evaporation and evapo­
transpiration during the dry season. 
CuHural pollution is from agricultural runoff and urban 
drainage. No sewage treatment plants discharge into the 
lake or its drainage basin. . 
Lake Washington Is used -mostly as a potable water 
suppl}! Since 1959, the .city of ·Melbourne, which serves 
approximately 109,000 people, has used Lake Washing­
ton � Hs S?urce of drin�ing wate�. The water quality has 
been descnbed by the City as the most difficult to treat in 
the· nation, primarily because of rapid changes in color 
and TOC. An algae bloom in the lake during 1984 resulted 
in taste and odor complaints for several days. Another 
concern is chlorides and total dissolved solids. As lake 
levels drop, these parameters increase in concentration. 
During a drought in 1980-81 , the drinking water standard 
for chlorides was exceeded for 90 consecutive days and 
the TDS standard' was exceeded twice for 140 and 141 
consecutive days. 
The lake is classified by the Ronda Department of·Env� 
ronmental Regulation as a Class 1 surface potable water 
suppl)l 
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Figure 1.-Locatlon map .. 
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TASK FORCE 
One of the requirements of the consent order was the 
establishment of a 4J<e Washi.ngton Water Quality Im­
provement Task Force. This Task Force, led by Brevard 
Count)\ was to be composed 'of governmental agencies 
�nd interested parties who ,are involv� in the preserva­
tion and protection of Lake Washington. 
The Task Force had five specific purp'oses. The first was 
to evaluate existing and potential sources of pollution in 
Lake Washington. This included any panals or ditches 
leading into the lake. The second task was to identify ex­
Isting and prospective uses of the Lake Washington water 
resources. 
' 
The Task Force was also to review land use planning 
and implementation. hi reviewing policies and ordinances, 
potential sources of domestic or. industrial wasies, 
stormwater sources, and the loss of filtrative vegetation 
were to be considered. 
The fourth Hem was to develop educational materials on 
pollution abatement, stormwater management, and strat­
egies to preserve ·and restore Lake Washington water 
qualil)l These are to· be provided to exiSting lind Mure 
property owners in the Lake Washington watershed. F� 
nal� the Task f'.orce was to id�ntify sources.of funding'that 
may be used to mltiga\e water pollution in the lake. The 
work of this Task Force was to be completed in 24 months 
from the en1ry of the consent order. 
In May 1983, the Brevard County Board of County Com­
missioners organized the LakE! Washington Water Quality 
Improvement Task Force. It was decided that the Task 
Force would be a PIJiicymaking board. The membership 
consistild of: 
' • 
1 .  The District 3 Brevard County commissioner. 
2. The District 5 Brevard County commissioner. 
3. The district manager of the St. Johns River District 
Office ot the Florida Department of Environmental Regula­
tion (FDER). 
4. The Executive Director of the St. Johns River Water 
Managemen�District (S:JRWMD). • 
5. The representative of lhEl Florida Game and Fresh- · 
water Fish Commission (GFWFC) 6. The cHy manager of the city of Melbourne. 
7. A representative from.the Lake Washington Home-
owners' Association. .• 
In the summer of 1963 the South B'revardWater Author­
ity, the agency responsible for public water supply in the 
South Brevard area, was created and the AuthorHy's exec­
utive director appointed to the Task Fotce. 
In addition, a Technical Advisory Committee was estab­
lish9d to perform the techniCal aspects of the study ahi:f to 
advise the TasK Force. Each of the folloWing agencies had 
one technical representative: 
• Florida Department of Environmental Reg�lation 
• St. Johns River Water Management District 
• Rorida Game and Freshwater FisM Commission 
• Florida Institute of Technology Staff 
The Brevard County W�ter Resources Department Staff 
acted as staff to the Tas� Force and the Technical Ac:jvisory 
Committee. 
.A·plan:af study was developed to facilitate the work of 
the Task Force. The overall program -was divided into four 
subprograms: historical data, resource management, im­
plementation, and post-implementation. Table 1 outlines 
this plan of stud)l A schedule provided1hatthe work could 
be completed in 18 months, allowing for flexibility in meet­
Ing the 24-month ·deadline requirements of the consent 
order. 
The Task Force met six times. A final report was 
adopted at the Task Force's last meeting, February 1985. 
Table 1.-Pian of study. 
*Task Force Meeting-Organizational. 
History 
1 .  Lake Washington boat tour. 
2. Historical and existing information (water quality, water 
quantity, land and water uses). 
3. Plans (Upper Basin, Brevard Co. Comprehensive Plan, 
Melbourne Comprehensive Plan). 
"Task Force Meeting-adoption of a comprehensive report on 
the background of Lake Washington. 
Resource Management 
4. Resource evaluation: surface and ground water 
hydrology, water chemistry. 
5. Resource evaluation: ecology, sociology (meeting with 
agricultural committee). 
6. Resource management alternatives and funding. 
*Task Force Meeting-prioritize management alternatives. 
Implementation 
7. Land acquisition program. 
8. Water and land management regulations. 
9. Property rights/compensation. 
•rask Force Meeting-selection of implementation program. 
Post-lmplemen'l'tlon 
10. Educational material. 
1 1 .  Establish continuing planning/coordination program. 
12. Final report. 
•rask Force Meeting-review final report. 
EVALUATION 
The effectiveness of an intergovernmental activity is hard 
to measure. If one agency provides strong leadership, a 
program may be implemented even without intergovenl­
mental activity. Intergovernmental coordination may slow 
down or enhance implementation. 
Accordingly, the success or failure of the Lake Washing­
ton Water Quality Improvement Task Force is also very 
difficult to evaluate. First, the recommendations of the 
Task Force have only recently been completed, in Febru­
ary 1985. Sufficient time has not passed to evaluate the 
success or failure of implementation. Secondly, many of 
the Task Force's recommendations resemble existing pro­
grams of the participant agencies. What effect the Task 
Force will have on them is not yet known. 
However, various aspects of the Task Force can be dis­
cussed at this time. The four major factors affecting the 
effectiveness of the Task Force were (1) problem defini­
tion, (2) agency statutory power, (3) agency program prior­
ity, and (4) interaction by policy level individuals. 
Tlie first step in solving any problem is defining the 
problem. The consent order makes some vague reference 
to water quality standards. Studies have shown that the 
water quality of the St. Johns River and Lake Washington 
may be affected by numerous factors. However, direct 
cause and effect relationships have not been accurately 
defined. To minimize the area studied by the Task Force, 
the study area's boundaries were limited to the immediate 
area of Lake Washington (Fig. 2). This is just a small por­
tion of the lake's total watershed. 
As a result, the Task Force had a poorly defined prob­
lem. The cause and effect. relationships needed to pro­
duce defensible solutions were not available. The study 
area boundaries needed to keep the study manageable 
also eliminated the most significant flow contribution to 
the lake-the watershed of the St. Johns Riyer. 
Each of the participants in the Task Force was limited by 
statutory authority. In a gross generalization, the FDER is 
responsible for water quality, the SJRWMD is responsible 
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Figure 2.-Lake Washington study area. 
for water quantity and the GFWFC is responsible for wild­
life. Each agency's responsibilities directly affect lhe oth­
ers. However, because of their statutory limilations, it is 
difficult to estimale official agency interest outside of their 
jurisdictional boundaries. 
Often, statutory authority is not considered. The con­
sent order was developed between Brevard County and 
FDER. The SJRWMD was not a party to it even though 
they had to issue the permil for the requir�d weir. 
Because of stalutory constraints as well as budget con­
siderations, policies, and competing issues, each agency 
has its own program priority. Brevard County had a high 
priority in seeing the completion of the Task Force's work 
because of the consent order. The other participants did 
not have the same priority. The Task Force's work could be 
considered someone else's responsibility. In addition, be­
cause of incomplete programs which directly affect Lake 
Washington, agencies were reluctant to make specific rec­
ommendations or commitments. At that time, the 
SJRWMD was completing the Upper Basin Management 
Plan for the St. Johns River, and the Task .Force final re­
port was completed before SJRWMD publicly released 
their plan. 
Finally, the individual level of participation affected the 
effecliveness of the Task Force. The GFWFC never ap­
pointed a representative. The FDER Task Force member 
never attended; however, his alternate did, occasionally. 
The SJRWMD member attended only the initial meeting. · 
The Task Force was established as a policy level group. 
Without the attendance of these individuals, resolution of 
policy conflict or commitmenl of resources could not be 
made. 
" I  
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CONCLUSIONS 
The Lake Washington Water Quality Improvement Task 
Force was established to provide intergovernmental coor­
dination in developing management policies for Lake 
Washington. The principal agencies concerned with the 
resources of the lake were involved; however, their effec­
tiveness was limited by problem definition, statute, pro­
gram priority and participation. 
To enhance the effectiveness of intergovernmental co­
or9ination, the following is recommended: 
1. Problem definition. It is important to keep the prob­
lem small enough to minimize necessary variables. How­
ever, in establishing the boundaries of the study, do not 
exclude variables that may have a significant impact. 
H there is not enougllinformatlon to define the problem, 
then wait. Do not attempt to develop a solution with a poorly defined problem.· This will only result in an inade­
quate solution. 
2. Statutory power. The powers given to an agency by 
the legislature must not limit or hinder Intergovernmental 
cOordina�on. One allernatiVe is to divide agency respons� 
bility by broad subje_ct areas such as transportation, edu­
cation, and natural resources, rather than by specific re­
sponsibilities such ll,s water quantity, water quality, and 
wildlife. 
A second anernative is to give each agency the specific 
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authority to consider cumulative effects or muKidisclpli­
nary effects. While the agency's responsibility may remain 
specific, the ability to consider other effects will force inter­
governmental coordination. 
3. Program priority. Agency-established priorities will 
not enhance coordination. Program priority must come 
from one centralized authoril}l This can be done by an 
office of planning and bVdgeting w�hin the governor's of­
flee, or a legislatively established budget review process. 
A statewide, regional specific plan of State priorllies must 
be developed and periodically updated. 
4. Participation. In general, intergovernmental coordi­
nation at the techniCal staff level appears to exist and 
often works well. It is at the policy level where coordination 
Is often missing. One way to improve this is to hold regular 
symposia to discuss issues of mutu!ll concern. 
lntergov"ernmentaJ coordination is not· a cure-all or a 
curse. Because of the nature of American government, 
multiple agency involvement will occur. Coordination of 
these agencies' activities Is essential to minimize-wasteful 
duplication and unnecesSary delays. Howelier, coordina­
tion must be carefully managooto avoid prolonged" aiscus­
sion of the problem. Don't assume that · since several 
agencies are meeting and discussing a probl�m t�e)( are 
coordinating their efforts. Strong leadership 1\f\d individual 
comm�ment will help ensure intergovernmental coordina­
tion. 
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THE BASIC LEGAL ISSUES 
JAMES T. B. TRIPP 
Counsel 
Environmental Defen$e Fund 
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.------ ABS'f.RAcT ----, 
Nonpolnt source water pollution Is thought difficult to eon­
trol because It derives from diffuse sources over a broad 
area. Many forms or nonpolnt source pollution derive, 
hoylever, from inappropriate use of land or water· re­
sources which are subject to regul!'tion throvgh Federal 
and State weUa,n� protection laYjs. such as the Clean 
Water ACt section 404 Program, local gov'ernment zoning Pow<irs, and other local, State or Federal laws which con­
trol the sUing .PI inajbr infrastructure laciiHies which con­
tribute direcUy or lndlr8ctly "to'nonpoint source pollution. 
Willi respect to urban or highway runorr:vlgorous en­
forcement df,Ciean Air Act programs relating. to mobile 
and stationary sources may result In signllicant reduction 
or imPi!c!S• or metals, organics, and acid rain, Non-eTJ­
foTC'lBble BMP's are viri)Jaily useless at controlliilg non­
point source IJillluUon. For some' existing nonpoinl "''�rce 
'pollution, such as agricpttural soli, nutrient and peSJicide 
runoff, we· Must identify cost-ellecti\1� economic Invest-
• ments 'Which 'oor'llrol such pollution through atternative 
·use of waste 'resourCes' and find the ihstitutlorial mecha­
nisms to.lacilitata those Investments. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Feii��-CI�� Water Act, � U.S.C. Sectio9.1251 et 
seq, divides a1r causes Qf surface water degradati6n int6 
two J)arts: ppint and nonpoint source pollution. In "general, 
that Ad prGs'cribes regulatory programs to oontrol dis­
charges, 6f pollUtants and establishes planning prOQTa(llS 
to promote control of ali other pollution, defined iri Section 
502(19) to be the manmade or man-induced alteralibn of 
the chemical, physical, biological or radiological Integrity 
of water. Some courts have held and the U.S. Environ­
mental Protection AgenCy has taken the position that the 
Cl!!an Wat11r Act's ,pe[mit programs do not regulate dis­
charges_ into ground Y(<lter; therefore, under the Clean Wa­
le� Aqt.-pollution of ground water and in turn degradation 
of su[!aq� Wjil!lrs bY; Contaminated ground vyater, .are 
vteweq as l)onpplnt sources of pollution. $ubsequent Fed­
eral l!"d related law's, howevl'1· lpcluding the Resource 
Co.Qservation aT\d �ecoveyy .ACI (RCRA), 42 l,J.S.C. Sec­
tion 6901, and the Sale Drinking Water Act (SDWA), 42 
U.S.C. �lo� 3!X?f, provide for regulation of majqr dis­
crete sourqes of gr_ll'!nd, '!later pollution, such as industrial 
lmpouf!dments, siOreQll:laflks,-lanlffil!s. and underground 
lnJectlon :wells. We can .. therefore yharas:terlze them as 
point �urces of water pollution as well. 
In general, we can view nonpolnt soyrce pollution as 
any pollution of ground or surface waters associated w�h 
diffuse land u� activ�les that cumulatively result In water 
qual[ty !legrl}!latlon. Agric1,1ltural, mining, and construc­
tion;-related activities, urbaT) or highway runoff, and res� 
dential-or commercial septic system and I��Wn discharges 
are typlpaJ nonpoint pollution sources .. Such pollution 
sources' are recognized ali major causes of degradation of 
many surface and ground water systems. However, since 
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they are viewed as land use problems; the Congress and 
most States have not adopted regulatory programs to con-
trol them. · 
The theme of this paper Is that <::ongresslonal hesitation 
notwithslanding, much nonpoint source pollution· can· in 
fact be controlled or prevented by existing State and Fed­
eral programs, coupled .. wilh I\)Cal government land use. 
powers; thet local land use authority Is not;by.itseff,"typ� 
cally effective at controlling nonpoint source pollution and 
that we need a Federal legal program that gives State and 
local governments and· Federal agencies a "COmpelling 
framework lor. using existing authorities to control non­
point source pollution. 
BASIC CONCEPTS 
In designing a nieahingful local, State or Federal nonpoi,rlt 
souri:e pollut)o'! ,cohtroi streteg)l we s�quld keep, in ,mll']d 
three basic principles. · r 
Rrst;· nonpoint oource pollution resUlts !Tom and is IISSi>­
Ciated with a 16ss''of natural vegetative cover .. Naturaj lor­
est or other plant communities ilo not generate iJOIIutlon 
as defined In the Clean Water �ct. DifferentlY. s!a)ei(fe­
tention or r�)B,blish�ent of natur� plant cover J;l�_ntS 
or �tes ,such pollutn'm. The obJective of a . npnpolnt 
source pollulion 'controLprogram must therefore Ji9)o :re­
tain or re-establish nalural plant communities ail'muci\ as 
�lble. 
• , � ·  Secohd, while Tl)!lsl nonpoint source pollutioQ is-nqt" dl: 
rectly controlled.o� regula� umjer State. and FedElral en­
vironmtmtal laWs, a 9_?1Xl' portion 'of it arises from pie<;ed­
ing ln�ividua)_ !ict& whicl\ are In fact point. sources of 
po!lutipn ana negulall!b1e 1\" such 'through exlstiniJ perfl)i• 
11rograms. Increasing!}\ ilierefore, nonpoint source.pollu­
tlon Is a reflection "of in,eflective' or inadequale imp'!imentB­
tion of polni squrce P9llution permitting aUthorities-If we 
recqgni e this fact and Intend to do better in the future, It 
makes sensa Iii distinguish future from existing noripolfll 
sou�e p<illyti!)fl. ' ·  .:· ,. · • • Jn m!!"Y cases, effective use of point source pollution 
control, prqgrams to prevent future nonpoint sourc,e _pollu­
tion may make economic and social sense .. Emphasizing 
remedial action Is always more problematic. In a world of 
limited resources, the pros and cons of preventive and 
remedial actions must always be assessed. We should 
also recognize that. much non point source pollution is 11 
result of Federal and State-funded activit!� and tnay 
therefore be controlled. through budgetary and plarinh1g 
processes. , ,r 
.. 
Third, the siting . of an agricultural, lorestT)I mining, 
transportation, commercial or residential activity within a 
surface or gr<;>und' Vl(l'ter �a!ershE!d is central-to its pbteQ· 
tlal nonpolnt source pollut1on Impact on rec,livlng surface 
or ground water quail� Jn terms of effect . .  the siting of 
such activities is Ill! \mportant as and often more important .. ' . . .  than the operational desiQn. 
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It is appropriate to consider the critical portion of a sur­
face or ground water recharge watershed as a basis for 
developing siting criteria for activities which may cause 
nonpoint source pollution. For a surface water basin, the 
most critical portion of the watershed may be its wetlands 
within the flOOdplain of the receiving river, lake, or estuary. 
For a ground water system, it is likewise possible to deline­
ate a critical recharge zone in terms of soil conditions, 
recharge areas, and ground water residence times. 
Imposing controls based on the location of an activity 
wijhin a watershed and its nonpoint source pollution po­
tential has a legal basis in many Federal and State envi­
ronmental laws, including the Clean Water Act, the Clean 
Air Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 7601, RCRA, the Federal Insec­
ticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 7 U.S.C. 
Section 136, the Toxic Substance Control Act (TOSCA), 15 
U.S.C. Section 2601, the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) 
and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 30 
U.S.C. Section 1201. These Federal laws and their State 
counterparts In some measure authorize regulatory pro­
grams that incorporate geographic or siting criteria based 
on water quality, among other values, and can be used to 
prohibit siting of nonpoint source pollution-generating land 
uses in critical watersheds. Federal and State agencies, 
however, typically underutilize these legal authorities. 
We can see how these general principles operate in a 
variety of contexts involving non point source pollution ac­
tivities. 
Example 1: Agriculture 
Agricultural runoff with sediments, nutrients, or toxic 
chemicals is a prime example of nonpoint source pollu­
tion. The siting of agricultural activity can have a major 
impact on receiving water quality. Row crop operations in 
lclw lying flOOdplain areas, including freshwater wetlands, 
can have enormous impacts on receiving water quality 
because of their proximity to receiving waters and the loss 
of the natural wetland communities that could buffer up­
land runoff. Similari}l agricultural operations in critical 
ground water watershed areas can often result in high and 
damaging levels of nutrients and pesticides in recharged 
ground water. 
Wijh some 98 million acres of wetlands remaining 
(soiT\e 95 percent freshwater wetlands), the 48 coterm� 
nous States have lost more than .50 percent of their wet­
lands, more than 80 percent because of agricultural con­
V.ersion, C\earing, and drainage. In many riverine 
flOOdplains; including those In the "lower Mississippi Allu­
via) Valle}\ flOOdplain vegetation has been cleared to 
stream banks, with massive water quality degradation re­
sulting. Agricultural conversion of floodplain wetland com­
munities must therefore be viewed as a m,ajor nonpoint 
pollution source. Once the' conversion has occurred, non­
point source pollution inevitably increases dramatically. 
'While agricultural conversions of wetland systems tradi­
tio�ally have not been regulated at all (indeed, Federal 
water resource development programs have subsidized 
and promoted them), they are now regulatable under Sec­
tion 404 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Section 1344, 
and some State wetland programs as well. In Avoyelles 
Sportsmen's League v. Marsh, 715 F. 2d 897 (5th Cir. 
1 983), upholding a district court opinion, 473 F. Supp. 525 
(W.D: La. 1979), the Fifth Circuit held ttiat agricultural con­
versions of Section 404 wetlands are not exempted as 
normal agriculfulal activities under Section 404(1)(1)(A); 
instead, mechanized clearing operations are "poini 
sources" of pollution which "redeposit" cleared material. 
In addition, they are clearly regulated under Section 
404(1)(2) which provides for any discharge of dredged or 
fill material into waters of the United States "incidental" to 
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a change in use where the reach of those waters is im­
paired. The Seventh Circuit has recently rendered a simi­
lar opinion, United States v. Huebner, 752 F. 2d 1 235 (7th 
Cir. 1985). Thus, future nonpoint source pollution resulting 
from agricultural conversion of wetlands can be regulated 
and avoided. 
In terms of water quality and aquatic ecosystem protec­
tion, the fact Is that row crop agriculture should not be 
sited in wetland areas. The Clean Water Act Section 404 
program provides a legal basis for preventing such non­
point source pollution. Some State wetland laws, for ex­
ample, Florida's Warren S. Henderson Wetlands Protec­
tion Act, Fla. Stat. Section 403.901 et seq. 1 ,  provide some 
limtted protection from water quality degradation although 
other State wetland laws generally exempt agriculture. We 
need effective enforcement of the Section 404to limit agri­
cultural conversion of wetlands. 2 
The role of wetlands in maintaining water quality and 
filtering water laden with sediments and nutrients would 
suggest that reforestation of wetland riparian areas, as 
well as converting high erodible lands to pasture or forest 
cover, should be prime remedial action strategies where 
existing agricultural activities are a major nonpoint pollu­
tion source. However, the Clean Water Act provides no 
legal basis to compel such a result. 
The recent experiences with contamination of ground 
water by aldicarb in Suffolk County, Long Island, and by 
aldicarb and EDB in Florida show that pesticide-related 
degradation of ground water quality can be severe when 
the agricultural operations that use such pesticides are 
located in central recharge areas with soils not effective at 
retarding movement of such toxic pollutants. While EPA 
may have properly registered these pesticides, their use in 
such sensitive recharge areas was clearly inappropriate. 
FIFRA provides a legal basis for restricting the use of 
registered pesticides geographically, although EPA has 
used this authority sparingly at best. Thus, FIFRA could 
be used to restrict use of specific pesticides in specific 
ground water recharge areas. Preparation of EPA's 
Ground-Water Protection Strategy (Aug. 1 984) by EPA's 
Office of Ground-Water Protection may stimuate such use 
of FIFRA. Thus, although pesticide contamination of 
ground water is perceived as a nonpoint source of pollu­
tion, such contamination, whenever it occurs, is a conse­
quence of a clearly regulatable act-the use of that pesti­
cide in that area. 
Example II: Minerals Extraction 
Pollution of ground and surface waters associated with 
surface mining and other forms of mineral extraction has 
trad�ionally been viewed as nonpoint source. Certainl}l 
Section 208(b)(2)(G) of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 
Section 1 288(b)(2)(G), viewed mining-related wastewater 
runoff in this light. Yet, many aspects of mineral extraction 
processes that can result in nonpoint source pollution are 
in fact subject to regulation. 
Most aspects of surface mining, including deveropment 
of mining and reclamation plans, are subject to Federal or, 
through delegation, State review 'and approval under the 
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 33 U.S.C. 
Section 1201. Section 101(c) of that Act, 30 U.S.C. Sec­
tion 1 201 (c), recognizes that surface mining operations 
disturb surface waters, cause erosion, and pollute waters. 
Section 102(c) of this Act, 30 U.S.C. Section 1201(c), prt>­
vides that mining is not to be conducted where reclama­
tion is not feasible. If pr6perly enforced, ttiis Act should 
dramatically reduce contamination of surface and ground 
water arising from new mining operations that the Act reg­
ulates. 
L 
Further, to some degree, the Act provides for reclama­
tion of abandoned stripmined sites which are a major 
cause of ground and surface water pollution in many parts 
of the count11< The Act also provides legal authority to 
restrict surface mining operations that could cause irre­
versible pollution so that reclamation would be infeasible. 
In other words, the Act could be used to restrict or prohib� 
the stting of surface mining in critical surface or ground 
water watershed areas highly sensitive to contaminants. 
As another example, saltwater intrusion in coastal Lou� 
slana, which contains 40 percent of the country's coastal 
wetlands, can be viewed as a nonpoint source pollution 
problem. Such saltwater intrusion, which contributes to 
the accelerating erosion of the Louisiana coastal zone 
(now eroding at a rate of some 40 square miles or 32,000 
acres of wetland annually-an inexcusable, manmade bi­
ological travesty), results from the construction of canals 
In this richly convoluted wetland maze of subtle salinity 
and vegegation gradients. These canals have been built 
tor navigation, drainage, and water supply. Thousands of 
miles of canals have also been built to transport oil and 
gas exploration and development equipment and to pro­
vide tor pipelines to transport extracted oil and gas. Con­
sequences of the construction of this maze of canals in­
clude massive saltwater intrusion, interference with 
natural hydrological flows, extensive bank erosion, and 
accelerating rates of land loss. Yet, the construction of 
these canals has been subject to permit regulation for 
more than 10 years under the Corps of Engineers dredge 
and fill discharge permitting authority under Section 404 
ofthe Ciean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Section 1344, and in the 
last 5 years under the Louisiana Coastal Zone Manage­
ment Program. 
Oesp�e this State and Federal authority, permits con­
tinue to be routinely issued for construction of such C"'!Jals 
with some conditions imposed to alter the alignment of 
canals and the design of dredged spoils. Neither the 
Coastal Zone Section of the State Department of Natural 
Resources nor the Corps of Engineers has used its legal 
authority to promote or force use of alternatives that in fact 
exist. Thus, while the Louisiana coastal zone suffers from 
increasing nonpoint source pollution in the form of saltwa­
ter intrusion and loss of sediments through erosion, con­
struction of canals, the primary courses of such pollution, 
has been a regulated act for more than a decade. 
The Suwannee River, an outstanding Aorida water with 
its headwaters in the Okefenokee Swamp, a National 
Wildlife Refuge, and its mouth north of Cedar Key, Florida, 
Is one of the few relatively pristine river systems remaining 
in Florida, indeed, in the entire Southeast. The Upper Su­
wannee River is characterized by unusual water quality­
low both in nutrients and pH and high in color, a reflection 
of the swampy origins of its waters. The major cause of 
degradation of the Suwannee River is phosphate stripmin­
ing, mostly in Hamilton County, Florida. This pollution 
results from point source discharges into tributaries of the 
Upper Suwannee River, subject to NPDES permit require­
ments of Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 
Section 1342, and State water quality permtt restrictions. 
It also results from loss of critical watershed wetlands that 
are stripmined or used as waste disposal sites. The mine­
land wast9VIater discharges, while regulated, furthermore 
cause degradation because they directly destroy tributary 
wetlands. 
The fact is that most aspects of this phosphate stripmin­
ing, including chemical plant and mineland wastewater 
discharges, design and siting of wast& disposal sites, and 
the siting of mining operations in wetlands, are subject to 
State and Federal regulation. The Corps of Engineers has 
asserted jurisdiction over the wetlands in Hamilton County 
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S. C. Sec-
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lion 1344, and has released a draft environmental impact 
statement intended to assess the impacts of proposed 
and alternative mining and waste disposal operations on 
the aquatic environment. Thus, existing Federal and Stat& 
law together provide express regulatory control over the 
siting of mining operations in wetland systems w�hin the 
Suwannee River's tributary watersheds. Vigorous restric­
tions on the stting of such operations as well as appropri­
ate controls on point source Wi!Stewater discharges could 
protect the Suwannee River. Thus, continued degradation 
of the Suwannee River resulting from phosphate stripmin-· 
ing is a consequence of discrete regulatable acts. 
Example Ill: Publicly Funded Infrastructure 
Another source of what is typically considered nonpoint 
source pollution is the construction and siting of public 
infrastructure faciltties, such as highways or dams, funded 
by Federal, State or county agencies. 
Highways generate runoff with organic chemical con­
taminants and nutrients. In turn, with other public infra­
structure investments such as sewers, they typically spur 
residential or commercial development that causes more 
nonpoint source pollution. The siting of highways in critical 
surface watershed areas, including wetlands, and in sen­
sitive ground water recharge zones can greatly increase 
the magn�ude of their impact on receiving waters. 
Aside from direct funding controls, the s�ing of high­
ways in wetland areas is regulatable under Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act and under many State wetland laws. 
In addition, the siting of. highways in a recharge zone of 
ground water designated as a sole source aquifer under 
Section t424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. 
Section 300h-3(e), may be prohibited as a potential cause 
of ground water contamination by EPA. Needless to sa}l 
EPA has not used this veto authority aggressively. Further, 
because sole sour,ce aquifer designation now provides so 
little regulatory authority to control the siting of pollution 
sourc&S in sensitive recharge areas, Section 1424(e) 
should be amended and strengthened. Senate Bill S.124 
and House Bill H.R. 1650, the Safe Drinking Water 
Amendments of 1965 represent a step in this direction, 
although H.R. 1038 and S.24 would be a preferable 
amendment. 
Much of the pollution associated with highway runoff 
stems from the exhaust and tire wear of automobiles, 
trucks, and buses. Although the organic chemicals and 
toxic metals in such runoff are deemed to be nonpclnt 
sources of pollution, in fact these motor vehicle pollution 
sources are regulated under Subchapter II of the Clean Air 
Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 7521. Unfortunately, air pollution 
emission standards for trucks and buses are very lax, and 
emission standards for automobii&S, as well as trucks and 
buses, are not stringent enough to prevent significant mo­
tor vehicle-related pollution runoff. Strengthened motor 
vehicle source emission standards would, of course, have 
innumerable benefits in terms of reducing concentrations 
of air pollutants, such as hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxid&S, 
carbon monoxide, and toxic air pollutants, as well as re­
ducing concentrations of toxic contaminants in urban run­
off. Highway runoff, which is presented as an example of 
nonpolnt source pollution and which cannot be adequately 
treated by secondary treatment plants, arises in large part 
from a great number of regulated air pollution emission 
sources. 
We have already mentioned one major cause of saltwa­
ter intrusion in coastal Louisiana-the' construction of ca­
nals. Another cause of coastal riverine saltwater intrusion, 
such as is the case in the Gulf Coast of Texas, is construct­
ing riverine dams tor water supply and other purposes. 
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Asi9e from the issue of funding control, construction and, 
to a limited degree, the operation of such dams is subject 
to some regulatory control under the National Environ­
mental' Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 4321 ef seq., the 
1958 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. sec­
tion 661, and, in some cases, Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act. The consiruction of massive regional sewer 
systems in Long Island that collect and treat wastewaters 
in a ground water-dependent system and discharge them 
i�to ocean water has also resulted in· saltwater Intrusion 
into Gr'eat South Ba)! Construction of such sewer systems 
is subject to the same statutory requirements 'as dams In 
addition to other legal requirements specified in Section 
201 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Section 1281. 
·Example IV: Residential and Commercial 
Deve!9P!Tient 
Residential and commercial development typically brings 
with it nonpoint sources of pollution-septic system dis­
charges into ground water and lawn-related fertilizers and 
particles. The siting of such development Is a major factor 
in determining the magnitude of its associated noripolnt 
source pollution on surface l r ground water. As with all 
pollution sources, thll siting of such devE!Iopment in wet­
lands, low lying floodplains, and other portions of critical 
surface or ground water watersheds cal! cause high levels 
of nitrate or organic chemical pollution. Its siting In less 
sensitive areas results In a far lesser impect. 
Local governments in many parts of the country haye 
recently been using their zoning authority to limit re�Jden­
tial densities and preven(undue clearing of natural vege­
tation to protect ground and surface waters in critical wa­
tersheds. Long Island townships have use<! 2- an'cl 5-acre 
zoning in part to limit residential pollution of ground water. 
Such zoning," when challenged, has been sustained. the 
New Jersey Plnelands Commission in its Pinelands Com­
preh'enslvl! Management Plan has severely re"stricte<tresi­
'dential development in some 80 percent of the 1 million­
acre Pine Barrens of southeastern New Jersey, in part to 
maintain the remarkably pristine quality of its surface and 
ground water, characterized by exceedingly low (beloW 0.2 
parts per million) levels of nitrates. Indeed, that Commis­
siori' h� adopted the country's most ambitious mull� 
co\Jn!Y transfer of development rights program In pursuing 
its objective to severely restrict development In the most 
senshlve areas of the Pinelands. A Virginia Court, A/dre 
Properties v. �oara of Supervisors, Chancery Nos. 7846.3-
:A 19tH Judie. Cir. V. Jan. 7, 1985, has recently upheld the 
rezoning of some 40,000 acres of a critical part Of the 
watershed of the Occoquan reservoir In Fairfax Count)! 
Dade Counl)! Aorida, Is prohibhing the siting of industrial 
·facilities whh any potenlial for disCharge of broadly-de­
fined hazardous wastes within the zones of influence of its 
nE!w wate� supply well fields west of the most urbanized 
portions of the count)! 
Restrictions on residential and commercial potentlill 
nonP<>int·source pollution in sensitive watersheds is not, 
howelier, limited to exercise of the zoning pov.(er. Local or 
State 'governments can 'and do ban the use of certain 
septic tank solventsand other toxic orlianic compounds In 
Auch watershed ·arees. In particularly sensitive areas, lo­
cal or ,State governments could intensively apply such 
bans. In ad'dition, under TOSCA, 15 U.S.C. Section 2801, 
·EPA has the legal authority to prohibit use or disposal of 
specific chemicals. EPA could use this authority to limit or 
prohibit such use In sensitive ground ·or surface water 
watersheds. 
Example V: Atmospheric Pollution-Acid 
Rain 
Atmospheric pollution In the form of dry and wet deposi­
tion of oxides of sulfur and nitrogen-acid rain-is gradu­
ally being recognized as a major cause of acidification and 
resulting Contamination by acid, sulfates, ·and mobilized 
toxic metals of ·surface waters in geologically· sensitive 
areas. These sensitive 11reas are widespread-northern 
Nev.i England, the Adirondacks, portions of the Hudson 
Valley, the Catskills, the Appalachian Region, portions of 
Aorida, the Upper Midwest, high elevation lakes and 
streams in the Rocky Mountain Region, and parts of the 
Northwest. Atmospheric deposition Is therefore a major 
nonpoint source of water pollution. 
While emissions of oxides o� sulfur (lnd nitrogeh, the 
precursors of acid deposition from utilities, smelters, and 
other industrial sources, are not regulatable under the 
Clean Water Act, they are cleariy regulatable under the 
·Clean Air Act. The principal sources of sulfur oxides in the 
East and West are all "stationary sources" of air, pollution. 
Further, acid deposition causes a range of adverse im­
pacts on water qualil)! forests, crops, manmade materials, 
and visibility-•all recognized as "welfare effects" as de­
fined in Section 302(h) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 
Section 7602(h). 
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Unfortunatel!rl the Administrator has not exercised his 
authority or performed his duty to establish a secondary 
annual national ambient air quality standard for sulfur dep­
osition in the form of a sulfur deposition rate at a level 
designed to avoid sulfur's advei'S!I welfare' effects either 
based on an existing criteria pollutant, sulfur dioxide, un­
der Section 109(bX2), 42 U.S.C. Section 7�b)(2), or by 
listing atm�pheric sulfur In any chemical form as -a new 
air pollutant under Section 1 08(a)(1) of the Clean Air Act 
42,. U.S.C. Section 7408(aX1), and subsequently estab­
lishing air quality criteria and a secondary standard. De­
spite this failure to eel, however,. this nonpoint !lource of 
.pollutiOn of water quality is controllable under the Clean 
Air Act. Needless to say, in the face of continued EPA 
disregard of Its legal duties, we can hope that the Con­
gress will establish a program to rapidly reduce suHur ox­
Ide emissions from major stationary sources. 
CONCLUSION 
To a large Eent, nonpoint sources of water pollution res\Jit from recedinQ acts that constitute point sources of pollution su ject to regulation under existing" Federal envi­ronmental I ws arfd their State counterparts'. Existing law 
therefore can controt and limit future honpoint source pol­
lution and, to a· more limited degree, be used to remedy 
historic nonpoint source pollution. Vigorous enforcement 
of the Clean Water Act Section 404 wetland protection 
program would, by way of eXample, enhance control of 
nonpoint source pollution. 
Siting of nonpoint source pollutlon-genera\Jng ectlvities 
within a ground or surface watershed is also a major factor 
in lleterminlng the magnitude of Impact of that pollution of 
receiving waters. To control nonpoint source pollution, 
EPA and State environmental protection agencies must 
lake advantage of those provisions in the Safe DrinRing 
Water Act, RCRA, TOSCA, FIFRA, the Clean Water Act, 
and other laws that authorize use of sitihg criteria. Since 
local .governments play a major role In making lan'cl use 
decisions, thB9 too should take advantage of these provi-
sions. · 
It is certainly the case that State agsncles and EPA 
have not taken maximum advantage of these statutory 
authorities. We need a general legal framework that faclli-
tales using these authorities at all levels of government. 
Strengthening the sole source aquifer programs of the 
Sale Drinking Water Act woul!1 be a step in this directipn. 
Adopting a comparable program lor critical s�rface water 
supply watersheds at the State or Federal level would also 
be usl!ful. Adopting Clean Water Act amendments de­
signed to stimulate design and implementation of regional 
nonpolnt source pollution control programs would also 
provide a broad legal framework lor taking advantage of 
existing regulatory authortties. 
END NOTES 
1The Rorida Wetlands Protection Act expands State jurisdiction 
over the State's waters, Including wetlands, and establishes 
, ' 
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that State's first permit program expressly designed to regulate 
activities lri wetlands. It takes away from the State's Depart�· 
merit of,�nvlronmenta� Regulation authority to regulate agricUI� 
tural activities; insofar" as they are regulated in connection with 
construction "'f agricultural water management systems, the 
State's water management districts are assigned that responsi-
bilil}< 
0 
2Adminlstratlve Implementation of the Avoyelles decision has 
been slow. In October 1984, the Assistant Administrator of EPA 
for External Affairs issued·interim guidance to all EPA regions 
instructing them that agricultural conversion operations in bot­
tomland hardwood wetlands In general are subject to Section 
404 regulation. The u.s. Army Corps of Engineers which di­
rectly administers the Section 404 program has issued a Regu­
latory Guidance Letter No. BS-4 dated March 29, 1985, which 
reflects that agency's begrudging accommodation !o the man­
dates of the Fifth CircuH. 
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.....----- ABSTRACT ----� 
Experience to date with implementation of measures to 
control nonpoint source pollution has been largely volun· 
tary, dependent tor success on education and subsidiza­
tion of the costs of erosion control. The record is clear 
that these measures have not worked-nonpoint pollu­
tion is getting worse, not better. A dramatic change in 
attitudes abut how to control nonpoint pollution must be 
made if this serious source of water quality degradation is 
to be brought under control. Any program to compel im­
plementation of best management practices must ac­
knowledge the differences between types of sources of 
nonpoint pollution and the features that distinguish non­
point pollution from point source pollution (e.g., the' inher­
ent problems associated with measuring the amount of 
poJJution caused by that source). What is an appropriate 
incentive to achieve one source's compliance may not be 
appropriate tor another. A mix of measures, ranging from 
traditional enforcement tools like citizen suits, cross com­
pliance penalties, permits, and fines to financial incen­
tives like taxes, subsidies, and rewards should be exam­
ined for their suitability to different sources of nonpoint 
pollution and to the particular conditions of a given water­
shed. The exact mix of measures should be determined 
at the State level in ali EPA-approved nonpolnt program. 
In applying these measures, off-farm contributors to the 
chain of nonpoint pollution should not be immune-for 
example, if excessive nitrogen is a water quality problem 
associated with nonpoint source pollution, then fertilizer 
manufacturers should be brought within the regulatory 
program. The final program must be equitable, effective, 
and easy to administer. 
Although the catch-all title is "enforcement," implementa­
tion of nonpoint controls can be achieved only by a crea­
tive mixture of traditional enforcement or regulatory tools 
and economic incentives. The bottom line to any non point 
program must be a discernible improvement in water qual­
ity and any proposed technique to achieve that end must 
be measured against that goal. 
Nonpoint pollution and nonpoint polluters differ from 
point source pollution and point source polluters in several 
key aspects, but are the same in others. Understanding 
these distinctions and similarities is critical to designing 
any program to implement nonpoint source controls . 
Unlike the industrial point source program, the benefi­
ciaries of nonpoint source pollution control and the ob­
servable impacts of this form of pollution are generally far 
away from the pollution's point of origin. Runoff from a 
farm field or mine site often creates a water quality prob­
lem miles away from the pollution source, in some receiv­
ing stream, lake or estuary. This fact can create serious 
perception as well as enforcement problems. Farmers ask 
why they should be required to undertake the costs of 
implementing best management practices to produce 
benefits for the distant public-at·large; accordingly, they 
expect government assistance to offset the costs of imple­
menting these controls. Whether or not that perception 
has any validity when compared to industrial pollution is 
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irrelevant, because it must be dealt with in any nonpoint 
source implementation program. 
The distance between the origin of pollution and its im­
pact creates specific enforcement problems as well. Not 
all eroded soil ends up in a receiving stream. The distance 
factor makes it difficult to apportion liability for nonpoint 
pollution. Intervening causes of pollution have too much 
opportunity to occur between the points of origin of non· 
point pollution and its impact. 
How can a specific farmer's share of the pollution and 
liability for it be distinguished from naturally occurring non­
point pollution or, for that matter, from the runoff coming 
from the farm downstream or upstream of him? What if 
farmer P<s eroded soil is being trapped by off-farm stream· 
bank vegetation, but farmer B, who's losing the same 
amount of soil, has no such assistance-should an en­
forcement policy distinguish between these farmers be­
cause only farmer B is causing a discernible water quality 
Impact even though both farmers are losing soil? 
How does one measure the percentage of pollution at· 
tributable to a particular activity and assess liability for it 
with any degree of precision, let alone equity-a basic 
premise of most pollution control programs-if one can't 
establish, let alone quantify, the relationship between the 
polluting activity and the pollution? What unit of measure­
ment can be used to design an effective effluent reduction 
program for nonpoint source pollution under these circum­
stances? The Universal Soil Loss Equation, which mea· 
sures on-farm erosion, is of no use when it comes to as· 
signing liability for an off-farm adverse water quality 
impact. These questions are unique to nonpoint pollution. 
The fact that a nonpoint source enforcement agency is 
faced with trying to regulate pollution that can't be mea­
sured at its source and can't be attributed in many situa­
tions to a single identifiable cause would seem to elimi· 
nate those enforcement techniques that depend on 
apportioning responsibility between sources: for example, 
effluent fees or monetary penalties. 
A .second distinguishing characteristic of nonpoint 
source polluters is that some of them receive a direct eco­
nomic benefit from the application of control measures, 
while others do not. Few, if any, point source polluters 
receive any benefit from pollution abatement. Thus, the 
farmer, the forest products CQmpany, the miner, and the 
rancher should all benefit from the retention of soil on their 
land; however, the industrial or· urban source of nonpoint 
pollution may not. This distinction between sources has 
relevance for assessing whether incentives, like subsidies 
or tax relief, are appropriate for a particular source. It 
makes no sense to subsidize .a farmer or timber products 
company for adopting control technologies that are al· 
ready in its best interesiS to empiO)( Using a subsidy in 
those situations amounts to giving those polluters an un­
warranted double benefit. 
A separate question that must be raised when evaluat· 
ing Incentives as a means of achieving implementation of' 
control practices is whether the particular circumstances 
of the situation, such as the extremely depressed farm 
econom}l warrant abandoning the basic premise of most 
pollution control statutes that polluters should hot be reim­
bursed for the costs of cleaning up their pollution-"The 
polluter always pays" maxim. This is certainly a cardinal 
rule of the point source regulatory program. Yet, most 
discussions on achieving implementation" of nonpoint pol­
lution control measures assume the opposite, namely that 
the polluter should be reimbursed for his cleanup costs. 1 
find these discussions deeply troubling and the relief pro­
posed unwarranted in law or fact. Yet, mine is not a politi­
cally popular position to take and, therefore, one unlikely 
to prevail. However, if polluters are to be subsidized for the 
cost of implementing control technologies in the nonpoint 
as distinguished from the point source program, then that 
program must have as an indispensible component the 
achievement of some demonstrable reduction in nonpoint 
pollution. Otherwise, we will risk replicating the wasteful 
experience of the Rural Clean Water Program. 
Another distinguishing characteristic of nonpoint pollu­
tion is that many factors affect nonpoint pollution, many of 
which are beyond the control of the source. Take, for ex­
ample, agricultural nonpoint pollution. The occurrence, 
quanti!}\ and quality of agricultural nonpoint pollution are 
influenced by weather, land contour, crop choice, plowing 
techniques, and pesticide and fertilizer use as well as by 
external factors, like the domestic and foreign demand for 
farm products, the cost of fuel and fertilizers, and govern­
ment subsidy programs (Harrington et al. 1985). 
Instead of looking at this list and concluding that non­
point pollution is too complex to tackle in any regulatory or 
incentives program, the length and diversity of the list 
should provide multiple opportunities for abating nonpoint 
pollution. A nonpoint source implementation strategy 
should look broadly at the chain of contributors to life 
pollution and not just the last link in the chain, the final 
source. For example,, in terms of achieving water policy 
goals, imposing controls on the production and cost of 
pesticides may be more cost effective than requiring the 
farmer to build terraces. 
The last distinguishing feature of nonpoint pollution that 
deserves some mention here is the view that the farmer 
cannot be compelled to do anything, that is, that a regula­
tory program with permits, on-site inspections, and penal­
ties simply will not work on the American farm. At the core 
of this perception is the myth that the American farm in­
dustry is composed of moderate-size family farms 
($100,000 to $200,000 in annual product sales). The myth 
is given poignancy by the very real economic plight of the 
family farm. 
In actuality, the American family farm is disappearing. 
Today, the family farm represents less than I t  percent of 
moderate-size farms; a decade ago, the number was 21 
percent. The American farm industry is clearly in transi­
tion, moving from a diverse collection of various size 
farms to a distinctly bipolar structure composed largely of 
very small or parttime enterprises and very large, industri­
alized operations. The disappearance of the family farm, 
without question, has created very real stress on the farm 
economy as well as stress on many watersheds. Good 
conservation, which is a long-term investment, may not 
appear relevant during an economic depression when 
short-term goals hold greatest appeal. 
Implementation of nonpoint source controls clearly did 
not cause the disappearance of the moderate-size family 
farm. Just as clearly, the conditions of this transition per­
iod should not be allowed to define the content or ap­
proach of any nonpoint source program that Congress 
creates. Yet the myth of the family farm persists and is at 
the center of the different approaches taken toward the 
polluter In the nonpoint and point source programs, even 
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today. How else can one explain the reluctance to impose 
regulatory controls on farming activities and the too-ready 
reliance on voluntar}l educational and subsidy programs? 
Yet, how different are the large, industrialized farms, 
which are clearly the wave of the American farm future, 
from industry or forest products companies? 
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A strictly voluniary approach has not worked and will 
not work for the farmer any more than it would work with 
the chemical industry. Nonpoint source pollution is in­
creasing, not decreasing, perhaps reflecting the stress of 
the family farmer, who will opt for short-term gains and 
plow his highly erodible land rather than take it out of 
production. Why should the family farmer be any more 
willing to cut into profit margins than the steel industry, 
particularly in his economically distressed condition? 
To allow the image of the family farm to dictate how we 
approach the nonpoint pollution problem would be a mis­
take. The attitude toward the farming community must 
change dramatically if this most serious source of water 
quality degradation is to be controlled. We must acknowl­
edge that farming is no different from manufacturing 
chemicals, mining coal, or cutting trees when it comes to 
assigning responsibility for nonpoint pollution and bring­
ing it under control. 
I start with the premise that an effective nonpoint source 
control program must be regulatory in nature and gener­
ally indistinguishable from any other basic pollution con­
trol program. Such a program should provide for permits, 
objective standards, on-site inspection by State and Fed­
eral officials, and a full panoply of enfqrcement measures, 
including citizen suits. I think a useful model that might be 
pursued in designing such a program is that offered in the 
Surface Mining Reclamation and Control Act, a statute 
significantly dealing with erosion control and water quality. 
The regulatory core of that statute is its performance 
standards and design criteria, which dictate with some 
precision how mining will be conducted in various parts of 
the country. The law requires the industry to implement 
specific technological controls-like terraces and sedi­
mentation ponds-to prevent environmental problems 
from occurring. Additional features of interest in that law 
are its bonding, small operators' assistance, and trust 
fund programs. 
The design criteria approach of the Surface Mining Act, 
which is not very different from the technology-based ap­
proach of the Clean Water Act, has many of the same 
advantages for both the regulated industry and the regu­
lating agency. Structures are easier to inspect than efflu­
ents, particularly nonpoint source effluents that can 
change under different background circumstances. Af­
fected industries are given a measure of certainty that if 
they follow the design criteria they will meet the mandated 
performance standard and thus be in compliance with the 
law. These criteria and standards are objective and incon­
trovertible, limiting opportunities for subjective value judg­
ments about possible violations. Certainty, equity and 
ease of administration are important features of any regu­
latory program and, therefore, should be goals of a non­
point source pollution control program. 
Regulation; however, is not the only consideration in 
developing this program. Affirmative action must be taken 
to eliminate the incentives currently encouraging prac­
tices that lead to nonpoint pollution. Crop subsidies, price 
supports, disaster assistance, and other financial help 
should not be available in those circumstances that can 
cause nonpoint pollution. The tax code also should be 
reviewed with an eye toward eliminating tax relief for pollu­
tion-causing activities. Instead, incentives should be built 
into the commodity and tax programs for nonpoint source 
control. The entire chain of contributors to nonpoint 
source pollution should be part of this review. The goal 
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should be reduction at the source; in many instances ·this 
will nOt be the last link in the chain, but rather the first, for 
example, the producer of pesticides or fertilizers. 
Any nonpoint source control program must be flexible 
and must offer a mix of measures, both disincentives and 
incentives, to achieve prqgram .goals. Different measures, 
both .regulatory and economic, should be examined for 
their· suitability to specific sources of nonpoint pollution 
and to the particular conditions of a given watershed, The 
exact mix of measures should be determined at the State 
level in an EPA-approved nonpoint program. 
Any nonpoint program should have the capacity to dis­
tinguish between problems and . !O address those prob­
lems in some priority faShion. ,I would suggest \hat the first 
order of business should be bringing new activities i11to 
compliance, so that the inventory of problems does not 
keep growing. As those actMties are brought within the 
regulatory fold, then the focus.can shift to addreslling the 
backlog of existing operations, which may be decrelll!ing 
on Its own for totally unrelated reasons. 
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Without qu.estion what I have proposed here is the most 
aggressive approach to solving the problem of nonpoint 
source 'pollution. It reflects my deep conviction that the 
problem Is of sufficient severity to warrant the Imposition 
of these types of measure$ and that the affected sources 
can absorb this responsibility like any other part of the 
econolll% with neither less nor greater dislocation: Equally 
clear, traditlonai.atlitudes must change before this can be 
achieved. The legislation pending in Congress is a first 
step toward nonpoint source pollution control and ' does 
not bar States from following the approach proposed here. 
Should the States elect not to participate in the proposed 
program in a meaningful wa}l then Congress, at the neXt 
reauthorization of the Clean Water Act, should seriously 
con�lder taking the program to the next generation of con­
trol, Ill! . I  h;>.ve proposed In this paper. 
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This 1)aper considers certain !!tate and Federal legal as­
pects of nonpoint source pollution control including a 
• general overview of Federal and representative State 
laws on the subject. A major emphasis is the benefits 
from reinforcing existing State legal arid adminlstfative 
institutions to serve as the foundation for a rlational non­
point source pollution control effort. All too often, when a 
national regulatory effort is &!'\Visioned, individual State 
differences and preterences arp.. ignored in th8 effop to 
articulate a single Federal policy. States can in fact d&­
velop arld implement meaningful nonpoint source pollu­
tion corifro) programs without traditional Federal controls. 
Moreover, even where suctl pOIIutlo'ri involves more than 
one State and control efforts.must be expanded accord­
ingty, there is the Potenth�,l to use such proven non-Fed· 
eral dispute resolution tools as lr;�terstate compacts or 
interstate agreements. This paper also considers the ade­
quacy ..pf current Federal non point source control efforts 
in the context of existing legislative authorities. 
As eac� State strives to imp� overall V(ater qualil}l non­
point source (NPS) pollution increasingly appears !IS a 
problem which has not been fully addressed in prior as 
well as current water quality enforcement efforts.- (U.S. 
Geol. Survey, 1983; Off. Tech. Assessmenl, 1984). This 
conclusion becomes more apparent as existing Federal 
and 'state NPS staMes and regulations are· imlorced 
more strictl")l Looking to the future, NPS pollution Will have 
to be effectively controlled if the Nation's water quality is to 
continue to improve. While nonpolnt source pollution Is 
clearly·a problem, the diffuse and -lntetmitteiit nature of 
the discharges Involved make defin�ion !Is well as· mea­
surement difficult. 
Many .of the NPS pollution measurements lite rather 
subjective in nature. For example, In America's.Ciean Wa­
ter: The States' Evaluation of Progress 1 972· 1982 (Assoc� 
ation of State' & Interstate ·water Pollution Control Admin­
istrators, 1984), States reported "severe" iftlpairment ·ot 
designated water uses as the result of nonpolnt flbllutants 
generated through the lollowirtg activities (numb'er of 
States reporting in parentheses): agriculturlii (16);· urban 
(I I); mining (15); land'disposal (12)1 and con'Sin.lbtion (6). 
States reporting widespread geographiC: lmpairri)&nts 
caused by nonpoint pollutants from these same activities 
were as follows: l!gricuHural (29); urban (8); mining (2); 
land disposal15); and construction �6). · 
An important and still outstanding public policy question 
is whether the regulation of NPS pollution should be ad­
dressed through Federal · or State control structure or 
some combination of the two. As a starting point in an­
swering this question, this paper will examine the basic 
legal framework. of F.ederal regulation of non paint source 
pollution of the Nation's water .resources. Emphasis will be 
placed, of necessll}l on the Federal Water Pollution Con­
trol Act, as•amended by the C.lean Water Act Amendments 
-or 19n: 
The basic thesis of this paper Is that in the cdr1text of 
applicable Federal laws, States have the latitude and 
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should take the initiative to develpp and Implement mean­
Ingful NPS pollution programs. There is no need to walt lor 
Congress to develop and implement a comprehensive 
regulatory program. In fact, it can be argued that a tradi­
tional Federatregulatory program is not In the States' col­
lective best Interests. Why? ·To oversimplify, it is all too 
often the case that when a Federal-regulatorj(:progtam is 
designed, individual State differencest and preletences 
are overlooked in the implementation of a National regula­
tory structure. 
·Where NPS pollution involves more than one State and 
control efforts must be expanded accordingly, there is the 
clear potential to use such proven non-Federal dispute 
resolution tools such as interstate compacts. It Is the very 
nature -of the NPS pollution (especially lhe diffuse and 
intermittent nature of the discharges) as well as potential 
legal problems associated with individual State action, 
that will often tend to support the Jnterstate compact ap­
proach. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is often difficult to distinguish between point and non­
point Sources of water pollution. Many water pollution 
sour� are not clearly "point" or ."nonpoint", but,have 
characteristics which suggest placem!lnt along a c;pntin­
uum between these two claSsifications. In add�lon, the 
classification of a pOllutant as "point" or "nonpoint" may 
vary at d_ifferent stages. ln.the �!l�t!'nt life cycle. For t;><· 
ample, a nonpoint source may be recla!!Sified as a poont 
source if the J!ollutSnt materials in question flow Into a 
more discernible, conl!ned conv13yance �ch as a ditch or 
channel, (See, lor exi'mple, Natural Reso'!rces: Defense 
Council, Inc. v. Costle, 568 F. 2d 1369 (1977).) 
Unfortunately, Federal law does not provide a precise 
definttio�.for NPS pollution. To undjjrstand the statvtory 
scope of the concept, a mental _definition must be drawn of 
the opposite of the following staMory delin�ion for point 
source pollUtion: 
. . .  "81\Y discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, In­
cluding but not limijed to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, 
conduit, �ell, discrete fissure, �conUJiner, rolling stock, Con­
centrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or other flo.at· �����d:'(\��ich pollutants are or may. be discharged. (33 
APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW RELATING 
TO POINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
It is somewhat paradoxical that to understand nonpolnt 
source pollution, one must first examine the statutory defi­
nition of point source pollution. Point source pollution is 
concerned primarily with pollutants, dischijrged. or other­
wise dispersed from a discrete pipe or conveyance. 
•The opinions expressed in this paper are strictly those of the 
author and should not necessarily be construed as those of the 
Department of Interior. 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Among other examples of point source pollution are sew­
age effluent and Incinerator residues. Applicable Federal 
Jaw generally class�ies any activity that emits pollution 
from an identifiable point source as point source pollution. 
· Return flows from irrigated agriculture and unchannelled 
and uncollected surface water have been specifically ex­
empted from the point source definition (33 USC §1 362 
(14)). 
Since its original enactment in 1948 (pursuant to 62 
Stat. 1 1 55), the key Federal legislation for the control of all 
forms of water pollution has been the Federal Water Pollu­
tion Control Act (FWPCA). The Act was substantially 
amended In 1972 (pursuant to P.L. 92-500; 86 Stat. 816) 
and agaili in 1 9n (pursuant to P.L. 95-217; 91 Stat. 1567). 
The 19n amendments are known as the Clean Water Act 
of 19n. 
Under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as 
amended (Clean Water Act), the actual administration of 
water quality standards for point sources has been left to 
the States, who are in turn free to impose stricter point 
source controls than these promulgated by the EPA. How­
ever, if the State standards are less strict than applicable 
Federal standards, the EPA may impose its own. Section 
303 of the act requires States to identify water quality 
limited segments of streams or other watercourses. "Wa­
ter quality limited" refers to that portion of a stream or 
watercourse that receives such a large amount of point 
source pollution that discharge standards alone are inade­
quate in and of themselves to preserve minimum water 
qualil}l Where such limitations on water quality apply, the 
act requires the establishment of total maximum daily 
waste loads for each threatened area. The total maximum 
waste load is then allocated among current users of the 
area. 
Section 402 of the Clean Water Act established the Na­
tional Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). 
An NPDES permit is required in order to discharge point 
source pollutants Into navigable waters. · 
lb obtain a Section 402 NPDES permit, certification 
must be obtained from the applicable State agency (or the 
EPA in the absense of responsible State authority) must 
certify that the proposed discharge complies with applica­
ble Federal effluent standards. For the purposes of com­
pliance, such standards include those specified by Sec­
tion 301 of the act. Pollution standards prescribed under 
Section 301 have become more stringent in recent years. 
Under the current schedule, there is an ongoing shift from 
the mandatory use of "best praC!icable technology" (BPT) 
to "bast available technology" (BAT). The 19n amend­
ments to the Clean Water Act established a group of "con­
ventional pollutants" (e.g. suspended solids, coliforms, 
etc.) for which the "best control technology" must be 
used. 
It should be remembered that the funding authorization 
for the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is expired but 
the regulatory authority continues. Funding reauthoriza­
tion will again be addressed in the 99th Congress. 
THE FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL ACT, POINT AND NONPOINT 
SOURCE POLLUTION AND THE STATES 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC §1251 
(b)) expressly recognizes " . . .  the primary responsibilities 
of the States to prevent, reduce and eliminate pollution." 
The act does not in any way affect State authority to allo­
cate quantities of water w�hin State boundaries. The 
FWPCA(33 USC §1251 (a)) obligates the EPA Administra­
tor to: 
. . .  encourage cooperative activities by the States for the 
prevention, reduction, and ellminatlon of pollution, encour· 
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age the enactment of improved . . .  uniform State laws relat. 
ing to the prevention, reduction and elimination of pollution; 
and encourage compacts between States for the prevention 
and control of pollution. 
There Is every reason why this same authority which 
encourages cooperation between States in the adminis­
tration of point source control programs could also be 
used as support for State NPS control programs. 
Nonpolnt Source Pollution and Applicable Federal 
Law. Nonpoint sources of water pollution include diffuse 
pollution sources that are not regulated as point sources. 
It normally includes agricultural and urban runoff, runoff 
from conStruction and from surface mining activities, 
among other sources. As the court noted in United States 
v. Earth Sciences, Inc., 599 F. 2d 368, 373 (10th Cir., 1979): 
. . .  ·[t[he legislative history [of the FWPCA[ indicates .. Con­
gress was classifying nonpoint source pollution as disparate 
runoff caused primarily by rainfall around activities that em4 
ploy or cause pollutants. 
The U.S. Senate Report on what eventually became the 
Clean Water Act (33 USC §1314) was cited by the court in 
Earth Sciences as indicative of the significance of NPS 
pollution in the overall Federal water pollution control ef­
fort. This Report stated, among other things: 
Sediment, often associated with agricultural activities is by 
volume our major pollutant, not only by the degrading effect 
of the sediment, but because it transports other pollutants. 
Fertilizer and pesticide runoff are also major agricultural non­
point sources. Poor forestry practices, including indiscrimi­
nate clear-cutting, may also generate substantial soil erosion 
problems. 
One of the common problems associated with pollution 
control is the dramatic Increase in storm runoff when the 
earth's surface is made Impermeable. Thus, highways, 
buildings, and parking lots all contribute substantialry to the 
accelerated runoff of rainwater into natural water systems. 
The greater volume and greater velocity produce high rates 
of erosion and siltation. In addition, highway runoff often in­
cludes oil, rubber particles, lead asbestos a�d other ele­
ments or additives deposited on highways as a result of ve­
hicular traffic. 
There is some evidence in the legislative history of the 
1972 and 19n amendments to the Federal Water Pollu­
tion Control Act to suggest that Congress might have reg­
ulated nonpoint sources of pollution as well if they could 
have found a way to do so. Instead, Congress was forCed 
to content �self with such statutory tools for addressing 
the NPS problem as the following: 
Section 201 , which declares that one .of the key objec­
tives of the United States Code subchapter (Section 201 et 
seq. of the FWPCA) relating to grants to municipalities for 
the construction of waste treatment works is control "to 
the extent practicable" of nonpoint sources. 
Section 208, provides for areawide waste treatment 
management planning. The preparation of areawide plans 
started in the mid-1 970's w�h the publication of guidelines 
by the EPA Administrator (pursuant to 40 Federal Register 
55, 321 , eventually codified as 40 CFR Part 35). The 
guidlines enable the Governor of each participating State 
to identify areas within the State as the result of urban­
industrial pollution concentrations or other factors have 
substantial water quality problems. 
Under Section 208, after the Governor of .each State 
identifies the areas of the State having substantial water 
quality problems, he or she is then mandated to: (a) Desig­
nate the boundaries of each such area; and (b) select a 
single planning organization which includes local repre­
sentation, capable of developing and implementing a con­
tinuing areawide waste treatment management planning 
process. 
Each State is required to act as the chief planning 
agency for all portions of its territory not otherwise desig-
I 
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naiad. An alternate procedure for the designation of wa­
ter-quality impaired areas is available in the absence of 
gubernatorial action. 
Plans developed under Section 208 process are r&­
quired to contain alternatives for waste treatment and be 
applicable to all wastes (both point and nonpoint) gener­
ated in the area involved. Under Section 208, areawide 
plans must also identify municipal and industrial waste 
treatment works necessary to meet the anticipated waste 
treatment needs of the designated area over a 20-year 
period. During the 1970's, a period of strong Federal sup­
port for the Section 208 construction program, the award 
of Federal waste treatment funds was based in large part 
on the identification of anticipated waste treatment needs. 
Finally, Section 208 plans must include a process to 
identify and control nonpoint sources of pollution to the 
extent feasible. (Section 208 (b) (I) (F) through (H)). Unfor­
tunately, feasibility is not defined in the statute or the appl� 
cable regulation (40 CFR §35.1505 (d)). According to 40 
CFR §35.1521-4(c), Section 208 plans must control non­
point sources of pollution through the use of best manag&­
ment practices (BMP's). In the nonpoint context, BMP's 
are defined as 
. . .  those methods, measures, or practices to prevent or re­
duce water pollution and include but are not limited to struc­
tural and nonstructural controls, and operation and mainte-­
nance procedures. BMP's can be applied before, during, and 
after pollution-producing activities to reduce or eliminate the 
Introduction of pollutants into receiving waters. Economic, 
lnstiiutional, and technical factors shall be considered in de-­
veloping BMP's. BMP's shall be developed in a continuing 
process of Identifying control needs and evaluating and mod­
Ifying the BMP's as necessary to achieve water quality goals 
(sea §35.t521-3 (h)). To the extent practicable, BMP's should 
be set forth In a document which can be distributed widely1n 
the planning area. (40 CFR §35.1521-4 (c)) 
From the beginni'1Q, designated planning agencies 
found it easier to address point rather than nonpoint 
sources. Why? At the risk of considerable oversimplifica­
tion, the key reason is that point sources are easily defin­
able and control technologies are relatively well-devel­
oped. By contrast, the chief techniques for controlling 
NPS pollution often involve some form of land use plan­
ning or other public control of private land use, a topic 
over which there is much political controversy. The limited 
acceptability of key NPS control strategies coupled with 
delays on the part of EPA in preparing necessary guid&­
lines, resulted in the targeting of such Section 208 waste 
treatment construction monies as were available on point 
source control efforts. This assymetric targeting has r&­
sulted in the construction of a network of waste treatment 
facilities which are less than adequately equipped, In the 
view of several observers, to handle the mons diffuse NPS 
problem. 
While the 1977 amendments to Section 208 took certain 
steps toward regulating nonpoint sources; the nonregula­
tory flavor of the section was retained. On the control side, 
subsection G) established an agricuttural NPS control pro­
gram. Under this subsection, the Secretary of Agriculture, 
in conjun�ion with the EPA Administrator, is empowered 
to develop and administer a program under which rural 
land owners and operators are eligible for Federal finan­
cial assistance for NPS control. In return, the rural land 
owner or operator must provide a contractual commitment 
of at least 5 years to use best management practices 
(BMPs) to control specified agriculturally-based nonpolnt 
sources of water pollution. By virtue of the fact that con­
tracts are made directly between the Department of Agr� 
cutture and the rural land owner or operator (rather than 
through the State or local government or areawide plan­
ning agency), Section 208 G) authorizes what amounts to 
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direct Federal support for NPS control. It should be em­
phasized, however, that participation under subsection Q) 
is voluntal)< 
The 1977 amendments to Section 208 also made clear 
that prior to the determination by the Governor of any 
State that an NPS control program was necessary under 
Section 208 (b)(4) to meet Statewide water quality stand­
ards and implementation plans required by Section 303, 
the approval of the EPA Administrator is necessar)( It was 
previously unclear whether such approval was required. 
Section 208 was also amended in 1 977 to require that 
any NPS control program developed under Subsection 
(b)(4) as part of a Statewide program under Section 303, 
adequately consider the impact of nonpoint sources on 
the Nation's wetlands. This is done through the requir&­
ment (pursuant to §208 (b)(4)(B)) that any NPS program 
designed at least in part to control the discharge of dredge 
or fill materials into navigable waters include provisions to 
ensure: (1) coordination with approved State Section 404 
programs; (2) that discharge activities are conducted pur­
suant to BMP's; and (3) consuttation with relevant parties 
such as the State agency with primary jurisdiction over 
fiSh and wildlife resources. 
Section 304, relating to information and guidelines, con­
tains a mandate to the EPA Administrator to develop (a) 
guidelines for identifying and evaluating the nature and 
extent of nonpoint sources of pollution; and (b) processes, 
procedures, and methods to control pollution resulting 
from such sources as: 
• agriculture and silvicultural activities, including runoff 
from fields and crop and forest lands 
• mining activities, including runoff and siltation from 
new, currently operating and abandoned surface or under­
ground mines 
• all construction activity, including runoff from facilities 
resulting from such construction 
• the disposal of pollutants in wells or in subsurface 
excavations 
• salt water intrusion resulting from the reduction in 
fresh water flow for any cause 
• changes in the movement, flow or circulation of 
ground waters. 
However, Section 304 does not provide for the actual regu­
lation of NPS pollution as such. 
Section 304 was amended in 1977 to authorize the EPA 
Administrator to mandate BMP's to address toxic and haz­
ardous pollutants (the section specifically mentions point 
sources but implicitly includes nonpoint sources as well) 
which are associated with or ancillary to an industrial man­
ufacturing or waste treatment process. Over the longer 
term, the importance of these amendments to Section 304 
will largely be a function of how the courts construe the 
terms "associated with or ancillary to". 
lmplementaUon of Applicable Federal Law by EPA. 
Enforcement of the NPS provisions of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act has not been a high priority of the 
agency since the passage of the 1977 amendments. R&­
gardless of whether the effect has been positive or mlga­
tive it is clear that the issuance of NPS guidelines has, in 
some cases, been delayed and certain NPS regulatory 
initiatives have not moved beyond the proposal stage. 
Over the last year there has been renewed activity, On 
December 1 2, 1984, an EPA-directed task force issued a 
National Nonpoint Source Policy. The overall objective of 
the task force Is to support and accelerate the develop­
ment and implementation of NPS management programs 
that ensure water quality protection. The statement of 
general policy Issued by the task force provides a key 
sense as to where EPA now wishes to direct its NPS con­
trol efforts: 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Achievement of national clean water goals requires imple­
mentation of NPS management programs. Emphasis should 
be placed on implementing NPS programs in watersheds 
affecting priority waters. Sources of nonpoint pollution 
should be evaluated to assess potential water quality im· 
pacts and needed program actions. NPS management is 
required to protect high quality surface and ground waters 
and to restore and/or lmprove water quality surface uses. In 
many instances, prevention of degradation has proven to be 
far more cost-effective than remedial measures. 
NPS managem&nt programs must be flexible to allow for 
site-specific solutions to problems, to accommodate changes 
in technical knowledge, to respond to changes in uses of 
land, and to optimize net on- and off-site benefits. A mix of 
both point and nonpoint source measures should be consid­
ered in developing cost-effective strategies to improve and 
maintain water quality. 
With federal leadership and coordination, all levels of gov­
ernment and the private sector need to cooperate to provide 
continued progress with available programs and delivery 
systenls,Jo identify unmet needs, and to develop and imple­
ment NPS managment programs where needed. 
Nonpolnt Source Control at the State level. The pre­
ceding review of Federal law relating to point and nonpoint 
8ources of water pollution was not meant to suggest that 
individual States have not been active. While it is beyond 
the scope of this paper to detail the range and variation of 
State NPS initiatives, two examples of State actions illus­
trate State invo�ement. Given the key role that agricul­
tural activities play in the g�eration of NPS pol!ution, 
both of these examples come from the agricultural sector. 
In the 1970's, the State of Iowa enacted a soil conserva­
tlor\ law (pursuant to Iowa Stat. Ann. Chapter 467 A) under 
which rural land owners and operators can, under certain 
ciicumstances, be forced to adopt soil conservation mea­
sures to reduce or eliminate NPS pollutants with the as­
sistance of appropriate public agencies. Similarly, New 
York has enacted legislation that requires the develop­
ment of soil conservation plans (Soil Conservation Dis­
triCts Law §4 et seq., McKinn. Consol. Laws). 
STATE MANAGEMENT OF THE NPS 
PROBLEM-A POLICY PERSPECTIVE 
From a more general, policy-oriented perspective, it 
seems likely that any atte�pt on the part of Congress to 
move toward Federal management of nonpoint sources of 
water pollution would be inherently ineffective because it 
would fail to recognize the very signific,ant regional varia­
tions in the NPS problem. It is difficult to conceive of a 
system qf Federal regulation that could adequately, effec­
tively and equitably recognize different NPS problems in, 
for example, New York and Arizona. 
The water policy of ttie curren) Administration cjearly 
follows from the established tradition of congressional def­
erence to State management of .State water resources. 
The Administration takes the view that the States have 
primB[Y authority tor the management of their own water 
resources exeept where Congress has indicated other­
wise on a case-by�ase basis. 
If. the States are, as I suggest, going to continue to be 
the primary managers of their own water' resources as well 
as address,fl911Ution problems that are not susceptible to cost-effective National regulation, then what mechanisms 
can be put forward in the name of effective State manage­
ment. As the next section of this paper indicates, I believe 
that 'interstate compacts, a mechanism with proven suo­
cess in resolving interstate surface water disputes, can be 
effective in controlling nonpoint sources of water pollution 
that affect more than one State. 
Constraints to Individual State Action. Despite its tra­
ditional deference to State water laws and failure to defini-
lively supersede State regulation of nonpoint sources, 
Congress has not granted States the authority to regulate. 
The Commerce Clause of the Federal Constitution would 
otherwise prohibit any individual State action to regulate 
NPS pollution on the basis of the police power reserved 
under the Tenth Amendment must be weighed against the 
potential burden on commerce. A long series of IJ.S. Su­
preme Court decisions (e.g., West v. Kansas Natural Gas 
Co., 221 U.S. 229 (1911); Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 
262 U.S. 553 (1923); Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 
137 (1970); Douglas v. Seacoast Products, Inc., 431 U.S. 
265 (1977); City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 
617 (1978); Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322 (1979); 
and New England Power Co. v. New Hampshire, 102 S. Ct. 
1096 (191!2)) have invalidated State attempts to burden 
interstate commerce in the name of simple economic pro­
tectionism. Where this rationale has been utilized for State 
legislation seeking to regulate any form of ipterstate.. com­
merce, a per se rule of invalidity has traditionally been 
employed (Bowman v. Chicago & Northwestern Railroad 
Co., 125 U.S. 465 (1888); H.P. Hopd & Sons. v. Dumond, 
336 U.S. 525 (1949); Bread v. City of Alexandria, La., 341 
U.S. 622 (1951); Huron Portland Cement Co. v. City of 
Detroit, Michigan, 362 U.S. 440 (1960); and Sporflase v. 
Nebraska, ex rei., DoUglas, 102 S. Ct. 3456 (1982)). Where 
State legislation has been sufficiently related to the public 
health, safety and Welfare more flexible burden-on-com­
merce balancing test has been used Southern Pee/fie v. 
Arizona, 325 U.S. 761 (1945) and its progeny (especially 
Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137 (1970)). The bur­
den-ot-c;ommerce t�st c9ntained in Pike v. Bruce Church, 
Inc., 397 U.S. af 142, is worth repeating: 
[W]here the [State] regulates evenhandedly to effectuate a 
legiti'inate public intefest, and its effects on interstate com­
merce are only incidental, it will t)e upheld unless the burden 
imposed on such cominerce is clearly excessive In relation to 
the putative local bene�ts. 
On the strength of the Commerce Clause, the Supremacy 
Clause and Court decisions (International Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), Prudential Insurance Co. 
v. Benjamin, 323 U.S. 408 (1946), and Western and South­
ern Life Ins. Co. v. State Board of Eqllillization of Cellfornia, 
101 S. Ct. 2070 (1981)), Congress may grant to the States 
authority. to regulate commercial activities in the name of 
NPS.control in a manner that would not otherwise be per­
missible. Since Congress has not chosen to do so, basic 
constitutional restraints on individual State action may en­
courage States to reexamine the compact alternative to 
NPS control. 
INTERSTATE COMPACTS-AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR COLLECTIVE STATE 
ACTION 
It is al�ays possible, of course, that Congress .wil[ peter­
mine that a comprehensive (and inherently expensive) 
Federal program to regulate and control nonpoint sources 
of water pollution is necessary. In such event, State lll_ivs 
(including compacts) could be superseded. I suggest, 
however, that in the present Federal budget climat&, any 
such action is unlikely at best. Moreover, a National pro­
. gram to regulate nonpoint sources of water pollution may 
unavoidably overlook individual State differences and 
preferences in the effort to articulate a comprehensive 
Federal policy. What then are.the options for States if one 
accepts the proposition that nonpoint sources of water 
pollution constitute, in certain areas, a potentially serious 
threat to public health? I suggest that there are basically 
two options. The first is ind!"idual State action as repre­
sented by the efforts of Iowa and New York (among other 
states) lo address NPS problems of particular concern. 
such individual State action may not unduly burden inter­
state commerce. Second, and parhaps a more functional 
non-Federal approach given the often regional manifesta­
tions of NPS problems, is that of interstate compacts. 
Interstate Compacts and NPS Menagement. Inter­
state compacts are cooparative agreements enacted by 
the legislatures of signatory States and thereafter con­
sented to by Congress the requirement of congressional 
consent follows from the U.S. Constitution (Article I, §10) 
which (a) precludes States from entering into any treaty, 
alliance or confederation and (b) stipulates the consent of 
Congrtlss to be a prerequisite for any State to enter into 
any agreement or compact with another State. The basic 
theory surrounding the requirement of Congressional con­
sent is the purported need to protect the interests of the 
Federal Government and of States not parties to the com­
pact. The late Justice Frankfurter has written of interstate 
compacts as the primary mechanisms available to the 
States to circumvent the institutional barriers to regional 
development. (Frankfurter and Landis, "The Compact 
Clause of the Constitution", 34 Yale Law Journal 685 
(1925)). 
Not every compact requires congressional consent. Fol­
lowing IRrginia v. Tennessee, 148 U.S. 503, 518-519 
(1893), it appaars that consent is required only for those 
agreements that increase the political power of signatory 
States in contrast to nonsignatory States and thus poten­
tially conflicts with the Supremacy Clause. Because any 
interstate compact dealing with nonpoint sources of water 
pollution can be viewed as being potentialy In conflict with 
the Supremacy Clause, congressional consent is as­
sumed for the purposes of this papar to be necssary. 
Application of the compact approach to interstate water 
pollution problems is not a totally untried concept. Whtle 
an Interstate compact has yet to be developed to address 
purely nonpoint sources, at least four water pollution com­
pacts have already llllen enacted: 
1 .  New England Interstate water Pollution Control Com­
pact. Signatories: Connecticut; Maine; Massachusetts; 
New Hampshire; New York; Rhode Island and Vermont. 
Approved by Congress pursuant to 61 Stat. 682 (P.L. 80. 
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292 (1947)). Purpose: To establish the New England Inter­
state Water Pollution Control Commission to control and 
reduce pollution on interstate waters in the New England 
States, including New York. 
2. New Hampshire-Vermont Interstate Sewage and 
Waste Disposal Facilities Compact. Signatories: New 
Hampshire and Vermont. Approved by CongreSs pursuant 
to"90 Stat. 1221 (P.L. 94-403 (1976)). Purpose: To provide 
authority to local governments and sewage districts in 
New Hampshire and Vermont to establish joint sewage 
disposal and other waste product treatment facilities as 
part of comprehensive pollution abatement efforts. 
3. Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Compact. Signato­
ries: Illinois; Indiana; Kentucky; New York; Ohio; Pennsyl· 
vania; Virginia and West Virginia. Approved by Congress 
pursuant to P.L. 78-739 (54 Stat. 742 (1940)). Purpose: 
provided authority for a coordinated State response to wa­
ter and waste treatment problems in the Ohio River Valley. 
4. Tri-State Sanitation Compact. Signatories: Connecti­
cut, New Jerse)A and New York. Approved by Congress 
pursuant to Pub. Res. No. 62 (49 Stat. 932 (1935)). Pur­
pose: To establish an Interstate Sanitation Commission 
with the overall mandate to improve water quality in the 
boundary areas shared by Connecticut, New Jersey, and 
New York. 
Interstate efforts to address NPS problems of mutual 
concern may in time be preempted by a comprehensive 
Federal law. Such was in fact the case in the mid-to late-
1960's when several interstate air pollution compacts 
were enacted (e.g., Illinois-Indiana Air Pollution Compact; 
Mid-Atlantic States Air Pollution Compact; Ohio-Kentucky 
Air Pollution Compact; Ohio-West Virginia Air Pollution 
Compact; and Kansas-Missouri Air Pollution Compact). 
While several of these compacts were panding before 
Congress, the Air Quality Act of 1967 was enacted (P.L. 
90.148; 81 Stat. 485). Similar preemption of interstate 
NPS compacts is, of course, possible but it is considerably 
Jess likely for two reasons. First, a general scheme for the 
control of water pollution is already a part of Federal law. 
Second, Congress has expressly encouraged, pursuant to 
33 USC §1251(a), compacts between States for the pre­
vention and control of water pollution. 
